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ABSTRACT
Modified Transient Hot-Wire Needle Probe for Experimentally Measuring Thermal Conductivity
of Molten Salts
Brian N. Merritt
Department of Mechanical Engineering, BYU
Master of Science
Molten salts are high-temperature heat transfer fluids intended for cooling and/or storage
purposes in a variety of energy applications. The current work seeks to ultimately study the thermophysical properties of fluoride and chloride salts, which are commonly considered for use in
advanced nuclear reactors. Thermophysical properties like thermal conductivity are fundamental to ensuring safe, efficient, and competitive designs for advanced commercial nuclear reactors.
Measurement challenges with liquid salts such as electrical conduction, corrosion, convection,
and thermal radiation have hindered traditional approaches in their attempts to accurately quantify
these properties at high temperatures. Here, a needle probe is developed, which modifies principles
from existing instrumental techniques in order to experimentally measure the thermal conductivity
of molten salts with reduced error.
An analytical heat transfer model is developed to characterize 1D radial heat flow in a multilayered cylindrical system. This includes a thin layer of salt located between the needle probe
and a crucible to limit natural convection. After being validated with finite-element methods, the
needle probe is used to measure the thermal conductivity of several reference liquids, whose thermophysical properties are well-established at low temperatures. These seven samples are water,
sodium nitrate (molten salt), potassium nitrate (molten salt), toluene, ethanol, propylene glycol,
and galinstan. The needle probe was able to accurately measure thermal conductivity between
W
for these samples with 3.5-10% uncertainty.
0.40-0.66 mK
Three eutectic halide molten salts (presented by molar composition) were selected for hightemperature testing. These include the ternary fluorides LiF(46.5%)-NaF(11.5%)-KF(42%) and
NaF(34.5%)-KF(59%)-MgF2 (6.5%), as well as the binary chloride NaCl(58.2%)-KCl(41.8%).
Because testing temperatures range between 500-750°C, the governing model is adapted to account for radiative heat transfer through the salt sample in parallel with conductive heat transfer.
Improvements to the experimental apparatus are also made. For all three salts, the needle probe
W
accurately measured thermal conductivity between 0.490-0.849 mK
with total uncertainty generally
being less than 20%. A linear fit to the data demonstrates a clear negative relationship between
thermal conductivity and an increase in temperature, which agrees with theoretical and computational predictions. These results indicate that the needle probe successfully handles the assortment
of measurement challenges associated with high-temperature molten salts and provides reliable
data to create correlations for thermophysical property databases.

Keywords: thermal conductivity, molten salt, nuclear energy, needle probe, transient hot-wire
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CHAPTER 1.

1.1
1.1.1

INTRODUCTION

Thermophysical Property Measurements
Molten Salts: Need and Applications
Currently, there is a high global demand for improved energy generation and storage ca-

pacity to meet accessibility and sustainability goals. Solutions range from expanded renewable
energy (solar and wind), to replacement of aging baseload power sources with cleaner alternatives
(natural gas, advanced nuclear, etc.), and also long-term reservoirs of usable energy (e.g. batteries, hydrogen, latent heat storage) [1]. These modern technologies require advanced materials and
coolants to outperform the status quo, including molten salts [2].
Molten salts are ionically bonded, neutrally charged compounds that transition to the liquid phase when temperatures exceed their melting point. Inorganic forms of these fluids are being
developed to serve as coolants and thermal storage media in both concentrated solar power (CSP)
and advanced nuclear energy [3]. This is due to favorable characteristics like high boiling point,
low vapor pressure, and high heat capacity. CSP typically considers alkali nitrate-based salts,
whereas nuclear molten salt reactors (MSR) propose halide-based salts (primarily fluorides and
chlorides) [4]. The research presented in this thesis ultimately explores molten fluoride and chloride salts for MSR applications.
For safe, effective, and cost-competitive use of molten salts, a complete understanding of
their thermochemical and thermophysical behavior is necessary. Given that these fluids have only
recently gained more widespread attention in the last two decades, there is a substantial lack in
experimental data that is needed to construct material property correlations [5]. This work seeks to
help fill this knowledge gap with regards to one specific thermophysical property: thermal conductivity (k). With SI units of W m−1 K −1 , k may be defined as a way to quantify a material’s ability
to transfer energy via heat conduction over a certain distance at a given temperature. One instance
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of the fundamental importance of k in fluid applications may be seen in Eq. 1.1, a correlation from
Skupinski et al. for fully developed turbulent flow in a pipe, where Nu is the Nusselt number, h is
the convective heat transfer coefficient, Dh is the hydraulic diameter, Re is the Reynold’s number,
Pr is the Prandtl number, V is the velocity, ρ is the density, and c p is the specific heat capacity [6].
When solving for h in Eq. 1.2, it is revealed that k is a highly sensitive parameter.


V Dh ρc p 0.827
hDh
0.827
= 4.82 + 0.0185(RePr)
= 4.82 + 0.0185
Nu =
k
k

(1.1)

 0.173
k
k
4.82 +
0.0185(V ρc p )0.827
h=
Dh
Dh

(1.2)

The MSR, which is a type of advanced Generation IV nuclear reactor, proposes using molten
salts as a primary and/or secondary coolant fluid, whose convective behavior may be described by
models similar to Eq. 1.1 and Eq. 1.2 [7]. Replacing water coolants in traditional light-water reactors (LWR), liquid salts are thought to be more capable of transferring heat away from fissioning
fuel at lower operating pressures [8]. Improved thermal conduction would ultimately make accident scenarios such as core meltdown less probable and would improve overall thermodynamic
efficiencies [9]. Reliable thermophysical property measurements are intended to exist in publiclyaccessible repositories for use by industry, government, and academic nuclear developers [10].

1.1.2

Experimental Challenges
As temperature increases in molten salts, phenomena such as decreased density and altered

molecular structure are anticipated to manifest [11]. Theoretical and molecular dynamics models
have used this to predict that k will decrease as temperatures rises [12]. While some experimental
studies have agreed with these predictions, the limited amount of experimental data collected for
some molten salts over the last several decades has often disagreed by demonstrating a positive
temperature dependence [13]. Sources of these discrepancies deserve investigation in order to
develop more robust experimental approaches.
Though neutrally-charged in the solid state, melting salts are prone to decompose to an
extent such that the freely moving ions may induce electrical conduction in the mixture. Electrical
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measurement devices in direct contact with the liquid may suffer signal attenuation and noise
introduction, which may skew the reported k values [14].
Perhaps most notorious among the challenges associated with molten salts is corrosion
[15]. Some common materials are known to degrade after excessive exposure to high-temperature
salt samples. Degradation may occur due to moisture impurities in the salts that drive oxidation.
Alloying elements, such as chromium in stainless steel, may be selectively dissolved as it is more
thermodynamically favorable to produce stable halide compounds [16]. This causes dealloying
and subsequent degradation over time. These pernicious threats make material selection rather
difficult when devising sensing equipment, and can easily lead to significant measurement error.
When measuring k, multiple modes of heat transfer may occur simultaneously in the system. It is ideal to minimize non-conductive thermal transport (e.g. convection and radiation) where
possible, and to account for it where not. This is because k is a descriptor only of conduction, meaning that significant convective and radiative effects will cause k to be overestimated. MSR designs
propose coolant salt temperatures to be in excess of 925K (652°C) [8]. When tested at these temperatures, natural convection may develop in large fluid sample volumes. This adds a substantial
source of error to supporting thermal models as convective correlations are often unreliable with
large uncertainties. Also in this high temperature range, radiative heat transfer may become significant relative to conduction as it relies on a disparity of quartic temperatures according to the
Stefan-Boltzmann Law
q′′R = εσ (T24 − T14 )

(1.3)

As temperature increases, radiative heat transfer increases non-linearly, and if not controlled, leads
to a systematic error where k no longer represents pure conduction, rather a thermal lumping of
conduction and radiation. The measured k is then overpredicted. This is thought to be one of
the most significant contributors to the upward trend of k vs. temperature correlations found in
literature.
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(a)

(b)

(d)
(c)

(e)

Figure 1.1: Various thermal conductivity measurement techniques, with molten sample shown in
green: a) Laser flash b) Transient hot-wire (THW) c) Variable gap apparatus d) Coaxial cylinders
e) Forced Rayleigh scattering
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1.2

Literature Review of Instrumental Techniques

1.2.1

Overview of Common Approaches and Their Limitations
A myriad of both contact and non-contact methods of measuring thermal conductivity of

liquids have been used over the last several decades [13]. Here, they will be explained in brief,
with commentary on their advantages and limitations.

1.2.1.1

Laser flash
The laser flash technique was first developed in the 1960’s and is depicted in Fig. 1.1a. It

functioned by placing a sample between two parallel surfaces, then impinging a laser-induced heat
pulse on one surface [17]. The transient thermal response was detected from the other surface.
Thermal diffusivity was then directly measured, from which k could be deduced using the relation
α=

k
ρc p .

Laser flash was advantageous as none of the sensing devices physically contact the

sample– only the bounding discs. The simple geometry also could allow for thermal radiation to
be accounted for, with reproducible results. The primary disadvantage was leakage of heat to the
sides of the apparatus. Supporting models assumed one-dimensional diffusion across the sample
gap, so thermal transport in other directions was accepted as a reason for misleading increases of
k with temperature.

1.2.1.2

Transient hot-wire
The transient hot-wire method came to light in the 1930’s (see the diagram in Fig. 1.1b)

[18]. A single wire vertically immersed in a liquid sample was treated as infinitely long. A step
voltage was applied to the wire, heating the surrounding sample. A transient temperature profile
was generated by recording the change in resistance of the wire. The linear slope of the timedomain temperature profile was proportional to k of the liquid. There were also two-wire adaptions
of this method, which used a long and short wire [19]. The transient hot-wire approach was a
popular technique as it was founded on a very well-developed theoretical background with robust
models. The transient nature lent itself to short measurement times, often on the order of one
second, which limited the ability of natural convective currents to develop. Because the hot-wire
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directly contacted the sample, modifications (such as insulative coatings) would be necessary to
avoid electrical current leakage or material degradation in certain liquids.

1.2.1.3

Variable gap apparatus
Oak Ridge National Laboratory developed a steady-state variable gap apparatus for mea-

suring molten fluoride salts [12,20]. A thin liquid specimen was contained between two isothermal
surfaces, the upper being heated and the lower being cooled (see Fig. 1.1c). A 1D heat conduction
model was able to quantify the thermal resistance across the specimen gap. This thermal resistance
was composed of a constant quantity (the bounding materials) and a variable quantity (the liquid
thickness). Thermal conductivity was measured by fitting experimental data of thermal resistance
of the sample to the model. The model was recently improved by accounting for thermal radiation.
The experimental design, though originally prone to axial heat losses, was modified with guard
heaters to prevent this [21].

1.2.1.4

Coaxial cylinders
The coaxial cylinders methodology bounded a liquid sample by an inner and outer crucible,

as shown in Fig. 1.1d [22]. Heating was generated from the inner cylinder, causing a radially
outward thermal flux. The steady-state temperature gradient in the liquid was used to quantify
k. The primary challenge with coaxial cylinders was isolating pure, radial thermal conduction
[13]. Unless the liquid sample was very small, natural convection could significantly affect the
heat transfer in the system [23]. Furthermore, there were inevitable thermal radiation interactions
between the two crucible faces. Some instances were also affected by heat loss in the axial direction
[24].

1.2.1.5

Forced Rayleigh scattering (Transient grating spectroscopy)
Forced Rayleigh scattering was a non-contact optical measurement [25]. A pump laser was

split into two beams, which recombined in and heated an absorptive sample doped with dyes. The
subsequently created interference pattern produced a sinusoidal spatially distributed temperature
profile through the liquid space. A second laser of a different wavelength used this interference
6

Figure 1.2: In the current work, transient hot-wire and coaxial cylinder methods are combined.
A needle probe, based on transient hot-wires, features a heating wire and separate thermocouple
wire, packed in insulation and sheathed. The needle probe is the inner cylinder by the coaxial
cylinders technique, with the surrounding crucible being the outer cylinder. This design improves
on inaccuracies of steady-state techniques by instead using a transient analysis.

as a diffraction grating based on the periodic variation in the refractive index. The displacement
of this modulated probing beam was recorded by a photodetector, which observed the exponential decay of signals after removing the two interfering heating beams. The data was then used
to measure thermal diffusivity of the liquid sample. This process is pictured in Fig. 1.1e. Forced
Rayleigh scattering was supported by complete theoretical models and parametric uncertainty analyses. Non-conductive modes of heat transfer were unlikely to manifest, meaning that the detected
thermal diffusion was proportional to near pure thermal conduction [26]. Limitations were generally related to the experimental complexity of optical phenomena and the necessity of impurities
in the sample for absorption at the specific wavelength of the heating laser.

1.2.2

Needle Probe: Merging Methods of the Transient Hot-wire and Coaxial Cylinders
Our work builds on two contact-based methods, namely coaxial cylinders (CC) and tran-

sient hot-wire (THW), to develop a robust experimental design with minimal propensity for signifi7

cant error. The experimental design is shown in Fig. 1.2. The THW sensor acts as the inner heating
cylinder, with the surrounding crucible being the exterior cylinder. The THW has been modified
to not electrically conduct with the salt by being insulated with alumina (Al2 O3 ), then packed into
a Nickel-200 sheath, which is compatible with fluoride and chloride salts, to withstand corrosion.
The long slender shape of the device (approximately 10cm X 2mm) has spawned the name “needle
probe”, which will be used hereafter to refer to the sensor [27, 28]. Because of the thicker, complex geometry of the needle probe compared to a traditional single, micrometer sized wire used in
the THW, measurement times will necessarily increase as it will take longer for heat to propagate
through the instrument into the sample. Thus, there will not be an easily recorded resistivity-based
linear temperature rise, which also prevents a two-wire adaptation. It is for this reason an alternative wiring configuration is selected, in which a type K thermocouple records a non-linear transient
temperature profile while a chromel wire that loops through the length of the probe provides heating. Although the measurement times will increase somewhat, convective heat transfer can still be
mitigated relative to longer steady-state tests. Additionally, one previous frequency-domain study
using a needle probe in a liquid pool validated that the small liquid volumes associated with CC
will also serve to reduce convective fluid flow [29]. Thermal radiation can be accounted for in the
modified transient hot-wire heat transfer model and reduced with low-emissivity material selection
for the cylinders.
Needle probes similar to that described here have been used in recent years to measure
thermophysical properties of solids such as ground soil and uranium dioxide (UO2 ) nuclear fuel
[30, 31]. This work represents the first instance of such technology being used to test liquids in the
time domain. This being the case, Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 will detail a new analytical model that
builds significantly on simpler models used previously in solids. A more complete discussion will
be had on the minutiae of certain design features in those chapters as well.

1.3

Research Objectives
The scope of milestones for this research are outlined as follows:
■

Develop and validate an analytical model to characterize heat transfer through the multilayered instrumentation system
8

■

Design and validate experimental methods by testing against reference k correlations

■

Collect empirical data for fluoride and chloride salts (including LiF-NaF-KF and LiCl-KCl)
in the time domain using a glovebox-compatible needle probe system.
Each of these three objectives has been fulfilled, with methods and results detailed in Chap-

ter 2 and Chapter 3.

1.4

Summary of Chapters
Chapter 1 builds a framework for the entire thesis. Background information regarding ther-

mophysical properties of molten salts is discussed, with particular emphasis on applications to
nuclear power production. A literature review organizes and discusses the advantages and challenges of a variety of thermal conductivity measurement techniques. An overview of the selected
instrumental approach that is the basis of this thesis is presented. Finally, the scope of this research
is explicitly outlined in terms of objectives and the means to fulfill them.
Chapter 2 is comprised in its entirety of a peer-reviewed journal article that was published in
the International Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer1 . The purpose of this paper is to establish analytical and experimental methods and their limitations in preparation for future work with molten
fluoride and chloride salts. An analytical thermal model is derived and validated. This is fit to experimental data to produce thermal conductivity measurements of seven relatively low-temperature
reference liquids, including two molten nitrate salts. Results are compared to well-established correlations for these substances. Conclusions are drawn regarding the practical constraints of both
the governing model and experimental design.
Chapter 3, like Chapter 2, is a reprinting of a second journal article, published in the International Journal of Thermophysics2 . Building on work developed in the previous publication,
this paper expands the analytical model by accounting for radiative heat transfer through hightemperature molten salts. Other measurement challenges anticipated to manifest at high temperatures are also addressed. Modifications to the physical experimental apparatus are made to improve measurement accuracy and accommodate a new glovebox-contained testing environment.
1 https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijheatmasstransfer.2022.122674
2 https://doi.org/10.1007/s10765-022-03073-2
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Measurements of thermal conductivity, with their associated uncertainties, are presented for two
pure (99.99% metals basis) ternary fluoride molten salts and one pure binary chloride molten salt.
Chapter 4 concludes this thesis. A summarized review of Chapters 1-3 is presented. A
discussion on the implications and impact of the findings of this research is included. Future investigations that will continue to build on this work are considered with relevant recommendations.
Appendix A is an extension of Chapter 2. It is the supplementary material that was submitted with the journal article in the International Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer. It contains
additional commentary and figures pertaining to the fitting process, uncertainty analysis, thermal
diffusivity measurements, and sensitivity analysis that were beyond the scope of the primary article.
Appendix B contains a derivation of the dimensionalized radiative resistance term used
in the radiation-inclusive analytical model. Additional details about how COMSOL Multiphysics
was used to perform finite-element validations of the analytical solutions are reported. A MATLAB
script containing the numerical solution of the analytical model that is used in the fitting process is
included.
Appendix C is divided into two sections, corresponding to the journal articles presented in
Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. All co-authors for each paper signed a document granting permission for
the published work to be reprinted for use in this thesis.
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CHAPTER 2.
MEASUREMENTS OF THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF REFERENCE LIQUIDS USING A MODIFIED TRANSIENT HOT-WIRE NEEDLE PROBE

The entirety of this chapter is an article accepted for publication on February 4, 2022 by
the International Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer 1 . The first two research objectives from Section 1.3 are fulfilled, as analytical and experimental methods are developed and validated using
reference k correlations. As the primary author, I derived the analytical model, oversaw finiteelement validations, performed sensitivity analyses, designed the experimental procedures and
computer codes, and processed all data to achieve k measurements with quantified uncertainty.
Supporting experimental and design work was done by the co-authors. The writing herein, including figure generation, is my own original work. Permissions for use in this thesis are provided
in Appendix C.1. I hereby confirm that the use of this article is compliant with all publishing
agreements. The official citation of this work is as follows [32]:
B. Merritt, M. Seneca, S. Larson, K. Davis, T. Munro, Measurements of the thermal conductivity of reference liquids using a modified transient hot-wire needle probe, International Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer, Volume 189, 2022, 122674, ISSN 0017-9310.

2.1

Abstract
Many power generation processes feature some type of working fluid that plays a critical

role in the transfer of heat throughout the system. To optimize thermal efficiencies, an accurate
characterization of the temperature-dependent thermal conductivity of the fluid is needed. This
study develops a time-domain Modified Transient Hot-wire Needle Probe to overcome phenomena that have impaired traditional measurement techniques when the fluid is both corrosive and at
an elevated temperature. First, the physical design of the instrument is presented to demonstrate
features that limit interference from corrosion, electrical conduction, and convective and radiative
1 https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijheatmasstransfer.2022.122674
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heat transfer. Next, a governing equation for 1D (radial) heat conduction is fully developed using
the thermal quadrupoles technique. A finite-element study is performed for validation. A sensitivity analysis is done to assess the time-dependent influence of critical parameters in the governing
equation for several samples. Finally, thermal conductivity measurements are presented for seven
different liquid substances by fitting the thermal model to experimental data across a range of temperatures. Reference correlations are included for comparison. The sample thermal conductivity
W
and ambient temperature of the experimental conditions range from 0.125-16.5 m·K
and 10-400°C,

respectively. The total uncertainty, comprised of both the experimental design and fitting process,
of all measurements is quantified.

2.2

Introduction
In recent years, there has been a marked increase in the quantity and diversity of power gen-

eration technologies worldwide. These advanced systems seek to compete in terms of economics,
environmental sustainability, and thermal efficiency [33]. Nearly all designs, such as those pertaining to nuclear energy and concentrated solar power (CSP), feature some working fluid to transfer
and/or store heat [34, 35]. This being the case, it becomes necessary to attain an adept understanding of the thermophysical properties of the fluid in order to develop heat transfer models that
govern the system design and performance [36]. Specifically, the Nusselt correlations that describe
the convective heat transfer through a liquid, by definition, require an accurate characterization of
the thermal conductivity (k) of that material [37, 38]. In some Generation IV nuclear reactors
and CSP processes, molten salts are used to exchange heat at high temperatures due to their high
boiling point and high specific heat [8]. Measuring k of molten salts has shown to be particularly
difficult due to their corrosive and electrically conductive nature [15, 39, 40].
In the literature, a variety of experimental methods have been presented for measuring k
of such liquids. Among these are the variable-gap apparatus, concentric-cylinders, laser flash,
transient hot-wire, and parallel-plates [41–45]. The variable-gap apparatus is a steady-state technique that records temperature across a continually changing sample thickness, but it often experiences significant error attributed to heat shunting via paths other than through the liquid [41]. The
concentric-cylinders technique assesses the steady-state temperature gradient across a liquid heated
by the inner cylinder, and has demonstrated the ability to reduce unwanted convection and thermal
12

radiation via a meticulous crucible design and small gap across the sample [42]. The laser flash
technique, which observes the time-dependent diffusion of heat from a pulse-heated disk, through
a sample, into a second disk, is intrinsically prone to heat leakage [43]. The transient hot-wire technique heats a sample from an infinite line source and is often favored due to short measurement
times and robust thermal models with fully developed error analyses [44]. The parallel-plates technique measures the downward flowing heat flux through a material, but has reported large errors
from heat losses in high-temperature liquids [45]. Chliatzou et al. [13] reviews in greater depth
the advantages and drawbacks of each of these techniques in terms of measurement accuracy for a
variety of high-temperature molten salts, while Magnusson et al. focuses specifically on fluoride
salt compounds [8].
In addition to non-conductive heat transfer, electrical conduction from the instrument into
the sample can impose measurement errors. Such being the case, some traditional instrumentation techniques for measuring thermophysical properties may be insufficient in their ability to
account for both of these sources of error. This work seeks to develop an instrumental method
and associated analytical model for measuring the temperature-dependent k of two electrically
conductive molten salts. To achieve this, modifications are made to traditional transient hot-wire
and concentric-cylinders techniques. Measurements of electrically and non-electrically conductive
fluids are also performed to calibrate the usable k range of the technique.

2.3
2.3.1

Methods
Basis for Measurement Technique
In this study, a novel instrumentation method and thermal analysis model are developed

to combine the advantages of a transient hot-wire (THW) with a concentric-cylinders apparatus. THW is selected for use because it allows for relatively short measurements times and wellestablished thermal models. The concentric-cylinders method is used as it can minimize undesirable convection and thermal radiation with a small sample volume and careful material finishing.
Modifications are made to prevent material corrosion and electrical conduction with the sample.
In the traditional THW technique, a sample is heated from within by inducing a constant
heat flux via Joule heating of a thin wire [46]. In the modified technique (MTHW) used here,
13

(a)
(b)

Figure 2.1: a) Schematic of the internal components of the needle probe and crucible. Dimensions
are not proportionately represented. b) CT scan of a cross-section of the lower end of the needle
probe. Dimensions are labeled, where rsheath and rinsulation mark the sheath and insulation outer
radii, respectively. rsheath is synonymous with r probe , whose measured value is listed in Table 2.1.
rcenter , rinner , and router mark the center, inner, and outer radii of the heating wires, respectively.

the apparatus is electrically insulated and sheathed to protect against electrical conduction and
corrosion when in contact with the liquid sample. A thermocouple at the centerline of the THW
system records the relative temperature rise. This temperature rise is strongly influenced by k of
the surrounding medium. If the sample has a low k value, then the temperature near the sensor
will increase more rapidly as the fluid is slow to conduct heat away. The opposite effect will occur
for samples of high k. THW is beneficial due to the short measurement times associated with
thermal transience, which reduces the propensity for natural convection to develop in the liquid
sample [44]. However, the additional thermal mass with the MTHW approach results in longer
measurement times (tens of seconds, compared to around one second with the THW technique),
which is sufficiently long to observe convection.
The concentric-cylinders technique refers to the selected geometry, where the inner and
outer cylinders bound the salt sample [22]. Reference data using this steady-state method notes
that convection is reduced as the gap between the cylinders decreases [23]. However, if the gap is
excessively small, then the technique is prone to become overly sensitive. Furthermore, thermal
radiation emissions with the crucible may be reduced by improving the surface finish of the inner
wall. This work presents a modification of the concentric cylinder where the inner and outer
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cylinders are the MTHW apparatus and crucible, respectively, and the transient temperature rise is
recorded instead of performing a steady state measurement.
Besides heat transfer considerations, the sensor must limit confounding influences from
electrical conduction and material corrosion in the conducting liquids, requiring some adjustments
to be made to the traditional THW apparatus. A detailed diagram of this Modified Transient Hotwire Needle Probe (referred to hereafter as “needle probe”) is seen in Fig. 2.1a [27, 29, 47, 48].
The heating and sensing region of the needle probe (labeled in Fig. 2.1a as “THW Apparatus”) measures 10cm in length and 2.6mm in diameter. It consists of a thermocouple, a heating
wire, electrical insulation, and a sheath. The thermocouple is Type K and serves to collect timedomain temperature data at the centerline. The bead of the thermocouple is fixed at both the axial
and radial centers of the heating/sensing region (i.e. 5cm from the tip along the centerline). A
chromel heating wire loops once through the entire 10cm length of this same region, generating
a constant radial heat flux as the leads are supplied with a constant power input. Section 2.3.3
uses FEM to assess radial to axial heat fluxes. Alumina (Al2 O3 ) occupies the majority volume
and electrically insulates the thermocouple, heating wire, and sheath from one another to avoid
electromagnetic interference (EMI). It also insulates the instrumentation from an electrically conductive sample, such as molten salt. The interior apparatus of the needle probe is protected by a
Nickel-200 sheath, which is non-reactive with the otherwise corrosive substances studied in this
work [49]. The needle probe was manufactured by Idaho National Laboratory (INL) and has been
verified for use up to 400°C, at which point EMI between the thermocouple and heating wire may
become more prone to occur [48].

2.3.2

Analytical Heat Transfer Model (Multilayered Thermal Quadrupoles in the Time Domain)
Traditional, 1D analytical models for THW instruments evaluate the slope of the linear

region of the temperature vs. log(time) profile to extract k of a semi-infinite sample [27]. However,
due to the fact that the sample gap is small and the heating is not a line source, a semi-infinite
domain may no longer be assumed. Therefore, it becomes necessary to develop a new analytical
model that can characterize thermal conduction from the needle probe, through the sample, and into
the crucible. This model will be fit to the data and used to quantify the thermophysical properties
15

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.2: a) Three-layered geometry of the needle probe, sample, and crucible. Coordinates r,
z, and ψ correspond to the radial, axial, and azimuthal directions, respectively. 1D (radial) heat
conduction is indicated. Definitions of θ0 , φ0 , θ4 , and φ4 are presented in the development of
Eq. 2.10. b) Schematic of the true cross-section of the system. c) Representation of the threelayered concentric cylinders used in the analytical model, where the innermost layer is a lumped
version of the needle probe properties [31].

of the sample. In order to simplify the application of the heat diffusion equation and associated
boundary conditions to this multilayered geometry (see Fig. 2.2a) and account for the thermal
mass of the probe, the method of thermal quadrupoles has been selected to develop the analytical
solution along the radial direction [50–53].
In essence, the true needle probe geometry is lumped into one single cylindrical layer (Fig.
2.2b & 2.2c). This approach was validated by Hollar et al. and allows heat transfer in the azimuthal
(ψ) direction to be neglected in the analytical model [31]. Although heat is asymmetrically generated in the core of the needle probe, the act of lumping the wires, insulation, and sheath assumes
that the heat flux has become homogeneous by the time it penetrates outward from the exterior
surface of the sheath. The lumped thermal conductivity (k probe ) and thermal diffusivity (α probe )
16

are defined in Eq. 2.1 and Eq. 2.2, respectively, based on the dimensions and properties of the
constituents.

kProbe =

αProbe =

ln( rrsheath
)
wires

(2.1)

r

r

ln( insulation
rwires )
kinsulation

+

ln( r sheath )
insulation
ksheath

V–sheath αsheath + V–insulation αinsulation + V–wires αwires
V–total

(2.2)

Eq. 2.1 was derived using a thermal resistance network, whereas Eq. 2.2 is the sum of the volumetric weights of each constituent material. α probe was alternatively calculated using a weighted
sum of the thermal capacities, which yielded similar results [31]. The terms r and V– refer to the
radius and volume of each material. It is assumed that the four internal wires are symmetrically
positioned around the centerline axis, with rwires relative to that axis. The thermophysical properties of the constituents were taken from correlations found in the existing literature, while the radii
were measured from the computed tomography (CT) scan in Fig. 2.1b.
Because it is assumed that heat is generated homogeneously at the average outer radius
of the wires (Fig. 2.2c), each of the surrounding layers may be described by the form of the heat
diffusion equation shown in Eq. 2.3.
δ 2T 1 δ T
1 δT
+
=
2
δr
r δr
α δt

(2.3)

The thermal quadrupoles technique transforms Eq. 2.3 from the time domain into the Laplace
domain. The new form of the heat diffusion equation is seen in Eq. 2.4, where θ is the temperature
and s is the Laplace parameter.
δ 2θ 1 δ θ
s
+
= θ
2
δr
r δr
α

(2.4)

Eq. 2.4 may be rearranged to take the form of a Modified Bessel Equation of order zero. From
this, the Laplace temperature may be solved for as seen in Eq. 2.5, where, I0 and K0 are zero-order
modified Bessel functions of the first and second kind, respectively. Additionally, σ =

s
α

and c1

and c2 are arbitrary constants.
θ = c1 I0 (σ r) + c2 K0 (σ r)
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(2.5)

The Laplace heat rate (φ ) is defined by Fourier’s Law in Eq. 2.6, where Γ is a surface area perpendicular to the direction of heat conduction. In this case, because heat conduction is assumed 1D
radially, Γ is the axial surface area of a cylindrical layer.
φ = −kΓ

dθ
dr

(2.6)

The thermal quadrupoles technique adapts Eq. 2.5 and Eq. 2.6 to a system of equations bounded
by the temperature (θ ) and heat rate (φ ) at the inner and outer surfaces, shown in Eq. 2.7a. The
2x2 transfer matrix describing the heat conduction through the passive cylindrical layer between
these two boundaries contains four “quadrupoles” (A-D), defined in Eq. 2.7b-2.7e. A complete
derivation of these terms, along with the thermal quadrupoles method in general, is produced by
Maillet et al. [50].

 


θ
A B θouter
 inner  = 


φinner
C D φouter

(2.7a)

√
√
√
√
√
A = ro σ (K1 (ro σ )I0 (ri σ ) + K0 (ri σ )I1 (ro σ ))

(2.7b)

√
√
√
√
1
(K1 (ro σ )I0 (ri σ ) + K0 (ri σ )I1 (ro σ ))
2πkL
√
√
√
√
C = 2πkLri ro σ (I1 (ro σ )K1 (ri σ ) − I1 (ri σ )K1 (ro σ ))

(2.7d)

√
√
√
√
√
D = ri σ (I0 (ro σ )K1 (ri σ ) + I1 (ri σ )K0 (ro σ ))

(2.7e)

B=

(2.7c)

The terms ri , ro , and L refer to the inner radius, outer radius, and length of each passive cylindrical
layer. It is noted that ri for the needle probe layer is nonzero, taken as the distance from the
centerline to the innermost edge of a wire (see Fig. 2.1b). All other terms have been defined
previously. In addition to the quadrupoles matrix describing heat transfer through a single annular
layer, the conduction at the interface of two layers (e.g. needle probe-sample and sample-crucible)
must also be characterized. Accounting for these interfacial thermal interactions has been shown
to greatly reduce error in recent needle probe studies [30]. This is done using a transfer matrix
representing thermal contact resistance (Rc ), shown in Eq. 2.8, and derived by Maillet et al. [50].

 


1 Rc θLayer2
θ


 Layer1  = 
0 1
φLayer2
φLayer1
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(2.8)

Similarly, the external free convection between the crucible surface and the ambient air may be
accounted for, as shown below.


 

1
0 θLayer2
θ


 Layer1  = 
hΓcrucible 1 φLayer2
φLayer1

(2.9)

The complete governing equation for the analytical model may now be written (Eq. 2.10), which
describes the 1D, transient conductive heat transfer from the centerline of the needle probe to the
external air. Subscripts 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 denote the centerline, lumped needle probe, liquid sample,
crucible, and external air at an infinite distance, respectively.
  




θ
A B1
1 Rc1−2
A B2
1 Rc2−3
 0 =  1

 2


φ0
C1 D1
0
1
C2 D2
0
1


 
A B3
1
0 θ4
 3

   (2.10)
hΓcrucible 1 φ4
C3 D3
The bounding temperatures and heat rates are related by the thermophysical properties and geometry of each successive annulus. The centerline heat rate (φ0 ) is the Power applied to the heating
wire. The external temperature (θ4 ) is implicitly solved for in the process of evaluating the system
of two equations to isolate a single solution for the centerline temperature (θ0 ). θ0 is not absolute and instead demonstrates a relative rise above the initial temperature of the system at thermal
equilibrium. The external heat rate (φ4 ) is taken to be 0 by convention of the thermal quadrupoles
technique. Due to the complexity of this system of equations, a numerical Laplace inversion is
used to solve the centerline temperature (T0 ) against the logarithm of time. This solution generates
the curve that will be fit to the experimental data.

2.3.3

Validation of the Thermal Quadrupoles Solution Using a Finite-Element Model
A three-dimensional (3D) axisymmetric finite-element model was made using COMSOL

Multiphysics to evaluate agreement with the thermal quadrupoles solution. The thermophysical
properties were obtained either from reference sources in the literature or COMSOL itself, as
noted in Table 2.1. The dimensions of the needle probe were determined from the CT scan in
19

Table 2.1: Parameters used in both the finite-element and analytical models. The sample and
crucible are water and SS316, respectively, at 20°C. The source of the listed quantity is
provided in brackets. Calipers were used to measure rsample , rcrucible , L. Power
was measured with a multimeter.
Parameter
r probe
k probe
α probe
Rc1−2
rsample
ksample
αsample
rcrucible
kcrucible
αcrucible
h
L
Power

Value
1.3 mm [Fig. 2.1b]
47 W/(m·K) [Eq. 2.1]
15 mm2 /s [Eq. 2.2]
10−8 K·m2 /W [17]
1.98 mm
0.6 W/(m·K) [31]
0.15 mm2 /s [31]
12.7 mm
15.3 W/(m·K) [COMSOL]
3.82 mm2 /s [COMSOL]
10 W/(m2 ·K) [19]
100 mm
0.95 W

Fig. 2.1b. For the finite-element model, a 3D axisymmetric domain was constructed (see Fig. 2.3),
with a centerline heating element, lumped needle probe, water sample, and Stainless Steel 316
crucible. A vertical wall convective heat flux was applied to the outer boundary of the crucible,
with insulation on the top and bottom of the system. Laminar flow was applied to the thin water
layer with an atmospheric pressure point constraint applied at the top. The ratio of radial heat flux
radial
to axial heat flux ( q”
q”axial ) was assessed against time in Fig. 2.4 for water, sodium nitrate, potassium

nitrate, toluene, ethanol, propylene glycol, and galinstan samples. It is seen that as time increases,
the amount of heat conducting axially increases relative to that conducting radially. It is noted that
the quicker decrease of the ratio in less conductive fluids (e.g. toluene, ethanol, and propylene
glycol) may introduce experimental error as the analytical model assumption of 1D radial heat
transfer could be compromised.
The analytical quadrupole solution was assessed against the finite-element model, both
using the parameter values in Table 2.1. The analytical model was evaluated using a custom MATLAB program. The results are shown in Fig. 2.5. The time-domain temperature profiles produced
by each model demonstrate a very strong agreement. The agreement is quantified by the relative
error curve.
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Figure 2.3: 2D slice of an axisymmetric 3D finite-element model of the needle probe in 293 K
water, surrounded by a steel crucible. The color gradient represents temperature (Kelvin). This
simulation was performed in COMSOL Multiphysics.

radial
Figure 2.4: Finite-element simulation showing the ratio of radial to axial heat fluxes ( q”
q”axial ) over
100 seconds. The 3D COMSOL model was constructed as in Fig. 2.3 using seven sample materials.
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Figure 2.5: Time-domain temperature profile at the centerline of the needle probe. Comparison of
the finite-element and analytical (thermal quadrupoles) models. Relative error between the two is
also shown.

In early time regimes, the relative error may be significant, though it decreases substantially
as time increases. This means that the fitting of the analytical model to the experimental data will
be more prone to error in early time regimes where the analytical model deviates from the finiteelement profile. This is likely due to the assumption of a lumped mass for the needle probe.

2.3.4

Parameter Sensitivity Analysis
A parameter sensitivity analysis was performed to evaluate the time regimes in which each

material property and geometric feature have the greatest influence on the centerline temperature
profile. Each selected parameter from Eq. 2.10 was individually reduced by 5%. The percent
change in slope ( dT
dt ) between the nominal and varied solutions is shown in Fig. 2.6a.
The sample used in Fig. 2.6a is water, with k=0.594

W
m·K

at the given temperature. The

results indicate that the strength of influence of each parameter rises and falls sequentially with
the conducting flow of heat. In other words, at early time intervals (<100 seconds), when the heat
has not yet penetrated outward from the needle probe, the thermophysical properties of the needle
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.6: Sensitivity analyses for a three-layered thermal quadrupoles analytical model. The
three layers are the needle probe, sample, and crucible. The crucible material is Stainless Steel 316
containing a) water (moderate k, low Tinitial ), b) toluene (low k, low Tinitial ), and c) galinstan (high
k, low Tinitial ), and d) NaNO3 (moderate k, high Tinitial )
probe (k probe and α probe ) dominate. At intermediate time intervals (100 -102 seconds), the sample
properties (ksample and αsample ) reach their peak influence. At longer times (>102 seconds), kcrucible
and αcrucible bear greater influence, and finally give way to the convective heat transfer coefficient
(h) as time moves towards infinity.
To understand the parametric sensitivity of other samples, whose k is significantly lower or
higher than that of water, two additional analyses were performed. The results for liquid toluene
(k=0.133

W
m·K )

and galinstan (k=16.5

W
m·K )

are presented in Fig. 2.6b & 2.6c, respectively.
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Similar to the results in Fig. 2.6a, the sensitivity of each parameter rises and falls as the
heat propagates through that layer of the system. When using toluene, k probe , α probe , ksample and
αsample all exhibit increased sensitivity relative to the water simulation in the time span of 101 -102
seconds.
The results of the galinstan test differ more significantly from those of water and toluene.
After just ∼0.2 seconds, kcrucible and αcrucible quickly rise to be the most sensitive parameters
(along with Power). After 103 seconds, external convection also rises to strong influence.
The sensitivity analysis of NaNO3 is very similar to that of water in terms of when ksample
achieves peak sensitivity (101 seconds). k probe and α probe also reach their climaxes at this time,
though to a lesser degree.
It may now be seen that thermophysically different samples may feature drastically different parametric sensitivities. Except in the case of a highly conductive sample, rsample is the most
sensitive parameter. Overall, the trends seen here in Fig. 2.6 may provide insight on the experimental results (Section 2.5) in terms of goodness of fit, sources of error, and limitations of the
needle probe.
An additional study was performed to assess the interdependence of parameters in Eq. 2.10.
Such was quantified using Pearson correlation coefficients, seen in Eq. 2.11 [54].
R t d f (t) d f (t)

0 [ d pi · d p j ] dt
ρi j = R t d f (t)
R
[( 0 ( d pi )2 dt) · ( 0t ( ddfp(t)j )2 dt)]1/2

(2.11)

The function f refers to Eq. 2.10 and subscripts i and j specify a given parameter p. Time is
integrated from 0-70 seconds, which is the approximate test duration time delineated in Fig. 2.6.
The correlation coefficient between the two parameters (ρi j ) is scaled from -1 to 1, where 0 signifies
no correlation and +/-1 is strong.
The parameter numbers on the horizontal and vertical axes of Fig. 2.7 represent: φ0 (1),
k probe (2), α probe (3), Rc1−2 (4), ksample (5), αsample (6), rsample (7), Rc2−3 (8), kcrucible (9), αcrucible
(10), and h (11). k probe and α probe are correlated with a coefficient of -0.9583, implying that the
needle probe could be represented as a pure capacity. ksample and αsample are correlated by -0.6445,
which suggests potential interference if attempting to estimate the two parameters separately from
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Figure 2.7: Correlation coefficients for each of the 11 parameters assessed in Fig. 2.6. The numbers
correspond to: 1) φ0 (Power), 2) k probe , 3) α probe , 4) Rc1−2 , 5) ksample , 6) αsample , 7) rsample ,
8) Rc2−3 , 9) kcrucible , 10) αcrucible , and 11) h. Coefficients were calculated based on Eq. 2.11,
integrated from 0-70 seconds (approximate test duration).

the experimental data. The correlation between α probe and ksample is a moderate -0.4913, which
validates fitting throughout the test duration time.

2.4

Experimental Design
The needle probe, sample, and crucible were brought to the initial test temperature in a

Sentry Xpress 5.0 furnace, as depicted in Fig. 2.8a. For materials with a low flash point (e.g.
toluene and ethanol), a Cole-Parmer Polystat Heated Circulating Bath was substituted for the furnace (Fig. 2.8b). Heated water circulated through copper tubing tightly coiled around the crucible
throughout the duration of the experiment. The initial temperatures were randomly ordered from
one test to the next. A vertical stand positioned the needle probe within the crucible. To simplify the presentation of the experimental process, it has been consolidated into a block diagram in
Fig. 2.8c.
Heating power for the needle probe was supplied by an Accel Instruments TS200 Power
Supply. For each test, a constant voltage between 1V-5V was applied, resulting in 0.24-5.95 W
25

(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure 2.8: a) A furnace controls the initial and ambient temperature during testing, with the needle
probe inserted through an orifice in the top to be immersed in the sample. b) A copper-coiled loop
of heated water controls the system temperature for samples with a low flash point. c) Block
diagram of experimental procedure for time-domain measurements. The arrows represent the endto-end process from heat generation to k measurement.

based on a measured heating wire resistance2 of 4.2Ω. Several tests were performed at each initial temperature using multiple voltages. The heat flux from the heating wires conducts radially
outwards, increasing the temperature of the needle probe, sample, and crucible. A National Instruments 9213 Temperature Input Module sampled the temperature data from the thermocouple
at 50Hz, and was recorded using LabVIEW. To maintain the integrity of the 1D radial heat transfer assumption in the analytical model (Sections 2.3.2 & 2.3.3), data collection did not exceed a
duration of approximately 70 seconds.
2 Measured

at room temperature using a 4-wire resistance technique
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2.5

Measurement Results
This work seeks to evaluate the ability of the needle probe to measure k of several refer-

ence liquids. First, a brief discussion will be on the fitting process and uncertainty analysis in Sections 2.5.1 & 2.5.2, respectively. Then, the results of the temperature-dependent k measurements
for each of the seven liquid samples tested in this study will be presented in Section 2.5.3. The
subsection for each sample contains a plot showing the experimentally measured k values across
several temperatures. A first-order line of best fit is included to indicate the temperature-dependent
trend of the data. Below each plot is a table, listing the measured value (kMeas ) and reference value
(kRe f ) at each temperature alongside the error bar size determined from the uncertainty analysis
(µtotal ). Also included is the average root-mean-square error (RMSE) for kMeas across all temperatures. Additionally, the fitted thermal diffusivity (αMeas ) and associated total RMSE may be found
in Appendix A.

2.5.1

Fitting
The analytical model was fit to the temperature rise data using a custom MATLAB code that

operates using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [55, 56]. The parameters ksample and αsample
were varied with each iteration until reaching a best fit based on the minimum achievable χ 2 error.
The best fit ksample was taken to be the experimentally measured value. A representation of this
fitting process is shown in Fig. 2.9 using a water sample. The trends seen are consistent across all
samples. Additional plots may be found in Appendix A.
The representative plot demonstrates that the analytical model is able to fit the data reasonably well. However, it is observed that in early time regimes (<100 s), the model deviates slightly
from the data. Based on the parameter sensitivity analysis (Fig. 2.6a), the dominant parameters
in such early time frames are P, k probe , and α probe . This agrees with a comparison of lumped and
non-lumped quadrupolar models for needle probes in recent literature [30]. To investigate possible
error in P (power), testing was done to verify the accuracy of the voltage input from the Accel
Instruments TS200 Power Supply. No significant uncertainty was measured, so the fit deviation is
thus attributed to uncertainty in the thermophysical properties of the needle probe constituents (e.g.
k probe and α probe ). It is noted that this uncertainty does not imply significant uncertainty in mea-
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Figure 2.9: Representative best fit plot using a water sample with Tinitial =40°C and Power=0.95W.

surements of ksample . This reasoning is also derived from the findings presented in Section 2.3.4.
In regions where 100 s < time < 102 s, ksample reaches its peak sensitivity, whose value is greater
than that of k probe and α probe . The stronger fit of the model to the data in this time region suggests
greater confidence in the measurements of ksample .

2.5.2

Uncertainty Analysis
In order to quantify the uncertainty (µ) associated with each data point, a Monte Carlo

(MC) analysis was performed. Each parameter in the analytical model (φ0 , rwires , rsheath , rsample ,
rcrucible , L, α probe , αsample , αcrucible , k probe , ksample , kcrucible , h, Rc1−2 , and Rc2−3 ) was assigned to a
Gaussian distribution, whose mean is the nominal value, and whose standard deviation is the rootsum-of-squares of random uncertainty in the data and systematic uncertainty in the parameter due
to the instrumentation. An assumed uncertainty of 5% of the nominal value was made if the systematic bias was not published in the literature for any hardware and/or software components. The
MC analysis was iterated until the deviation between iterations converged. The total experimental
q
2 + µ 2 , where µ
uncertainty (µtotal ) is taken as µtotal = µMC
MC is the instrumental uncertainty
χ2
and µχ 2 is the χ 2 fitting error. This is the size of the error bar above and below the nominal value
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Figure 2.10: Left: Histogram of measured k values for the H2 O test seen in Fig. 2.9. 1σs and 2σs
mark the first and second standard deviations, respectively. Right: Convergence of 2σs after 500
iterations.

of the given data point with a 95% confidence interval. An exemplar MC analysis is given in
Fig. 2.10 to represent a distribution of ksample values and verify convergence. The temperature rise
data used is the same as that presented in Fig. 2.9. Additional MC analyses for each sample may
be found in Appendix A.
The histogram of measured k values from the MC uncertainty analysis demonstrates an
apparently Gaussian distribution with a slight skew. This is consistent across every sample and
temperature.

2.5.3
2.5.3.1

Results by Sample
Water (H2 O)
The first-order trend line based on the data taken in the furnace (Fig. 2.8a) aligns approxi-

mately tangentially with the reference correlation. Ramires et al. develops the quadratic reference
correlation based on unsmoothed absolute measurements gathered using primary experimental apparatus with complete working equations [57]. Relative to the reference correlation, the RMSE of
W
the experiments with the needle probe is 0.026 m·K
(4.01%).

As discussed in Section 2.4, two approaches are used in this work for heating the samples.
Water was tested using both to establish any potential bias they may be introduced by the alternative
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Figure 2.11: Comparison of the measured k of H2 O against a reference correlation [57]. Data was
collected using both temperature control techniques presented in Section 2.4.

Table 2.2: Experimental results for measuring H2 O
in the temperature range of 25-70°C.
TInitial [°C]
25
30
40
50
60
70

W
kMeas [ m·K
]
0.65
0.62
0.60
0.66
0.67
0.66

W
kRe f [ m·K
]
0.60
0.61
0.63
0.64
0.65
0.66

W
µtotal [ m·K
]
0.038 (5.8%)
0.026 (4.2%)
0.030 (4.9%)
0.039 (5.9%)
0.028 (4.2%)
0.041 (6.2%)

copper-coiled water heater. The results indicate that kwater is most accurately measured using the
furnace, while the coiled heater overestimates the measurement. See Sections 2.5.3.4 and 2.5.3.5
for further discussion on this topic.

2.5.3.2

Sodium Nitrate (NaNO3 )
The measurements of kNaNO3 are presented in Fig. 2.12, with the melting and decompo-

sition temperatures labeled at 310°C and 396°C, respectively. The solid black line, developed by
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Figure 2.12: Comparison of the measured k of molten NaNO3 against two reference correlations
[13, 58]. Temperatures were controlled using a furnace.

Chliatzou et al., is the primary reference [13]. Their data represents an amalgamation of measurements using THW, pulse-heated flat plate, concentric-cylinders, and wave-front interferometer
techniques. The overall uncertainty declared at the 95% confidence level is 7% for the reference
correlation. The correlation from Zhao et al. (dashed blue line) was recently produced using a 3ω
hot-wire technique and is included as a secondary reference [58].
All measured values of kNaNO3 from this work (shown in green) fall between the two reference correlations. The first-order trend line demonstrates a negative temperature dependence,
whose slope approximately agrees with those of Chliatzou et al. and Zhao et al. It is acknowledged that some past correlations for NaNO3 found in the literature and reviewed by Chliatzou et
al. have demonstrated an erroneous positive temperature-dependence. The downward trend of the
needle probe measurements thus increases confidence in its ability to accurately measure electrically conductive liquid salts at elevated temperatures. The average RMSE relative to Chliatzou et
W
al. is 0.046 m·K
(8.89%).
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Table 2.3: Experimental results for measuring NaNO3
in the temperature range of 320-380°C.
TInitial [°C]
320
330
340
350
360
370
380

W
kMeas [ m·K
]
0.55
0.55
0.59
0.57
0.56
0.54
0.54

W
kRe f [ m·K
]
0.52
0.52
0.52
0.51
0.51
0.51
0.51

W
µtotal [ m·K
]
0.033 (6.1%)
0.033 (5.9%)
0.052 (8.8%)
0.020 (3.5%)
0.025 (4.5%)
0.037 (6.8%)
0.028 (5.1%)

Figure 2.13: Comparison of the measured k of KNO3 against a reference correlation [13]. Temperatures were controlled using a furnace.

2.5.3.3

Potassium Nitrate (KNO3 )
The KNO3 data are plotted in Fig. 2.13, with melting and decomposition temperatures

labeled at 334°C and 550°C, respectively. Chliatzou et al. developed the correlation in a similar
manner as that used for NaNO3 [13]. The data was gathered using the THW, pulse-heated flat plate,
laser flash, and concentric-cylinders methods with a reported uncertainty of 15% for the reference
W
correlation. The RMSE is calculated to be 0.068 m·K
(16.5%).
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Table 2.4: Experimental results for measuring KNO3
in the temperature range of 350-400°C.
TInitial [°C]
349
352
361
373
379
381
391
398
401

W
kMeas [ m·K
]
0.52
0.46
0.40
0.42
0.52
0.44
0.42
0.53
0.44

W
kRe f [ m·K
]
0.43
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.41
0.41
0.41
0.40
0.40

W
µtotal [ m·K
]
0.048 (9.3%)
0.021 (5.2%)
0.022 (5.4%)
0.018 (4.3%)
0.053 (10%)
0.017 (4.0%)
0.020 (4.7%)
0.041 (7.7%)
0.016 (3.6%)

The measured kKNO3 fit demonstrates a negative temperature dependence, though the slope
is more positive than that defined by Chliatzou et al. Data was collected in two testing sessions.
Test 1 was done prior to testing most of the other six samples, while Test 2 was after. The higher
error in Test 2 is attributed to surface aberrations in the crucible due to oxidation and residual
particulates from prior experiments that could not be resolved.

2.5.3.4

Toluene (C7 H8 )
The resultant data for toluene over seven temperatures is plotted in Fig. 2.14. The reference

correlation was developed by Ramires et al. from measurements that used both bare platinum and
tantalum-coated THW [59]. The polynomial correlation was derived using a least-squares analysis
with weighted uncertainties. The overall reported uncertainty of this correlation for the temperature
range of interest in this work is 1%. The average RMSE among all seven points measured by this
W
study compared to Ramires is 0.034 m·K
(26.00%).

The first-order fit to the measurements from this work trends upwards with temperature,
contrary to that suggested by Ramires et al. This may be explained by referring to Fig. 2.4, which
reveals that the relatively low kC7 H8 causes a greater portion of heat to propagate in the axial direction. Consequently, the assumption of 1D radial thermal conduction in the governing equation may
be compromised at earlier times than more conductive samples (e.g. H2 O, NaNO3 , and KNO3 ).
As such, greater error is prone to be introduced in measurements.
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Figure 2.14: Comparison of the measured k of C7 H8 against a reference correlation [59]. Temperatures were controlled using a copper-coiled water heater.

Table 2.5: Experimental results for measuring C7 H8
in the temperature range of 10-45°C.
TInitial [°C]
10
15
20
30
35
40
45

W
kMeas [ m·K
]
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.17
0.17
0.16
0.16

W
kRe f [ m·K
]
0.14
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13

W
µtotal [ m·K
]
0.011 (6.8%)
0.013 (7.9%)
0.012 (7.6%)
0.026 (15%)
0.018 (11%)
0.017 (11%)
0.021 (13%)

Additionally, the heating mechanism may introduce unwanted error. As described in Section 2.4, C7 H8 was heated using a coiled water flow external to the crucible. This modified apparatus could not be accounted for in the analytical model due to complications involving internal flow
convection within the coil and Rc between the crucible and coils. Fitting Eq. 2.10 to this altered
system contributes to the overall error, as can be seen in the tests done with water in Section 2.5.3.1.
Further development of the quadrupole model would be necessary if this heating setup is used.
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Figure 2.15: Comparison of the measured k of C2 H5 OH against a reference correlation [60]. Temperatures were controlled using a copper-coiled water heater.

2.5.3.5

Ethanol (C2 H5 OH)
The reference correlation for kC2 H5 OH shown in Fig. 2.15 was taken from Assael et al. [60].

It is the summation of three distinct contributors, namely the dilute-gas limit (two-body interactions), critical enhancement (long-range density variance near the critical point), and the residual
property (many-body collisions and molecular-velocity correlations). The total uncertainty for the
primary data is 4.6%.
The trendline fitting the results of this work decreases with increasing temperature. While
this is in agreement with Assael et al., the slope is significantly more negative. The RMSE is
W
(29.10%). The relatively high error is likely caused by reasons similar to those for toluene
0.048 m·K

discussed in Section 2.5.3.4. These include increased axial heat transfer due to a low kC2 H5 OH and
the analytical model complications arising from the alternative heating apparatus (Fig. 2.8b).

2.5.3.6

Propylene Glycol (C3 H8 O2 )
In the literature, studies of kC3 H8 O2 often focus on the inclusion of suspended nanoparti-

cles for improving heat transfer performance of the compound working fluid. To assess the ther35

Table 2.6: Experimental results for measuring C2 H5 OH
in the temperature range of 20-45°C.
TInitial [°C]
20
25
30
35
40

W
kMeas [ m·K
]
0.24
0.23
0.19
0.19
0.20

W
kRe f [ m·K
]
0.17
0.17
0.17
0.16
0.16

W
µtotal [ m·K
]
0.038 (16%)
0.038 (17%)
0.018 (9.3%)
0.016 (8.3%)
0.010 (5.0%)

Figure 2.16: Comparison of the measured k of C3 H8 O2 against a reference correlation [61]. Data
was collected using both temperature control techniques presented in Section 2.4.

mal characteristics of pure C3 H8 O2 , the reference correlation was taken from the Design Institute
for Physical Properties (DIPPR) [61]. DIPPR reports the amalgamation of all primary data with
an uncertainty of <3%. The data from this work estimate kC3 H8 O2 with an RMSE average of
W
(19.59%) relative to DIPPR. As the sample has a lower thermal conductivity like C7 H8
0.039 m·K

and C2 H5 OH (Sections 2.5.3.4-2.5.3.5), axial heat transfer contributes some to error (see Fig. 2.4).
From the data taken using the coiled heater, a positive temperature dependence is observed, which
is likely due to convection in the water loop that is not accounted for in the analytical model. The
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Table 2.7: Experimental results for measuring C3 H8 O2
in the temperature range of 25-52°C.
TInitial [°C]
26
42
52

W
kMeas [ m·K
]
0.24
0.23
0.24

W
kRe f [ m·K
]
0.20
0.20
0.20

W
µtotal [ m·K
]
0.025 (10%)
0.032 (14%)
0.044 (18%)

furnace data more accurately demonstrates a best fit trend is negative, whose slope strongly agrees
with that of the reference.

2.5.3.7

Galinstan (68.5% Ga, 21.5% In, 10% Sn)
While many thermophysical property studies have been conducted on galinstan samples, a

literature review revealed a dearth of data for the specific composition used in this work (68.5%
Ga, 21.5% In, 10% Sn). Khoshmanesh et al., the primary reference, declares a singular value of
W
kGaInSn =16.5 m·K
at room temperature for this composition [62]. This being the case, all measure-

ments in this work were performed at or near room temperature under the assumption that kGaInSn
only nominally varies across a limited temperature range. Such is demonstrated by Yu et al., a secondary reference, who developed a correlation for a galinstan composition of (77.2% Ga, 14.4%
W
In, 8.4% Sn) [63]. The RMSE calculated for galinstan (68.5% Ga, 21.5% In, 10% Sn) is 6.17 m·K

(37.37%). The measured kGalinstan underpredicts the reference and trends downward with temperature. Also, it yielded the highest RMSE among all seven samples. This may be explained by the
results of the sensitivity analysis in Fig. 2.6c. The region of peak sensitivity for k is <1 second.
The analytical model cannot accurately measure k in such small time frames, and therefore it is not
recommended that such highly conductive samples be used with the needle probe.

2.5.4

Comments on Thermal Radiation
Because the needle probe operates during time regimes of thermal transience, a temperature

disparity will inevitably occur between the bounds of the sample. The surface of the needle probe
will be hotter than the interior wall of the crucible, which will drive thermal radiation through
the semi-transparent medium in addition to conduction. The Stefan-Boltzmann law defines this
4
4
net radiative heat flux as q”R = εσ (Tsheath
− Tcrucible
). While radiative effects may be somewhat
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Figure 2.17: Comparison of the measured k of Ga-In-Sn against a reference correlation [62]. Temperatures were controlled using a furnace.

Table 2.8: Experimental results for measuring
68.5% Ga - 21.5% In - 10% Sn in the
temperature range of 25-40°C.
TInitial [°C]
25
26
32
32
36
40

W
]
kMeas [ m·K
15.7
21.6
12.9
8.05
9.71
8.08

W
]
kRe f [ m·K
16.5
16.5
16.5
16.5
16.5
16.5

W
]
µtotal [ m·K
2.80 (17.9%)
1.37 (6.33%)
1.41 (11.0%)
2.28 (28.4%)
3.52 (36.2%)
1.21 (15.0%)

dampened at low temperatures, even a relatively small temperature difference between the two
surfaces at high temperatures may induce significant thermal radiation. This is of particular concern for NaNO3 and KNO3 , which were tested over 300°C (573K). For both salts, there were
several instances in which kMeas > kRe f . This may be explained by the fact that the governing
equation (Eq. 2.10) assumes that for a given temperature gradient across the sample ( dT
dr ), all heat
is transferred through 1D radial conduction (q”C,gov ). In reality, the heat is transferred via parallel conduction (q”C,par ) and radiation (q”R,par ). It can now be stated that for a given heat flux
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emanating from the needle probe (q”Total ):
q”C,gov > q”Total = q”C,par + q”R,par

(2.12)

By Eq. 2.12, it is easily understood that the analytical model overestimates the amount of heat
conducting through the sample for a given

dT
dr .

By Fourier’s Law, q”C = −k dT
dr , ksample is overesti-

mated as well. It is largely for this reason that kMeas > kRe f for several high-temperature NaNO3
and KNO3 measurements. Future quadrupole models for even higher temperature fluids will need
to account for radiative heat losses.

2.6

Conclusion
This work innovates existing THW techniques by merging a MTHW needle probe instru-

ment with the concentric-cylinders method for time-domain measurements. Experimental data
demonstrates that the needle probe produces measurements with greatest accuracy for liquid samW
ples whose k values range from 0.40 to at least 0.66 m·K
. Measurements of high-temperature, elec-

trically conductive molten salts in this range are accurately measured with slight overestimations
due to thermal radiation. The k of lowly conductive materials is overestimated due to increased
axial heat transfer. While this may be ameliorated with a significantly longer needle probe, the
spatial constraints of fume hoods and gloveboxes make this adjustment infeasible. Volatile liquids
that were heated using the alternative coiled water loop demonstrated increased error as this temperature control method is not valid given the model constraints. The k of one highly conductive
sample was underestimated due to the limited time of sensitivity in the model. The MTHW needle probe design has performed well in corrosive and electrically conductive molten salts, namely
NaNO3 and KNO3 .
Measurement uncertainty in all samples was prone to increase due to misalignment of the
probe in the crucible. A potential accommodation in future work could be to increase the sample radius to lower its sensitivity, as demonstrated in Appendix A. Pearson correlation coefficients
revealed strong interdependence of k probe and α probe , meaning that the needle probe could be represented as a pure capacity in future studies. Coefficients for ksample and αsample demonstrated
weaker interdependence, while α probe and ksample were even less interdependent.
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Preparations are currently being made to apply this needle probe technique to high-temperature
molten fluoride salts. Of particular interest are LiF-NaF-KF and LiF-BeF2 , both of which are
corrosive and electrically conductive, with melting points above 450°C (723K). As noted in Section 2.5.4, thermal radiation should be accounted for at such elevated temperatures to improve the
accuracy of k measurements. A modified analytical model which can produce a governing equation
that accounts for parallel conduction and radiation is being sought.
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CHAPTER 3.
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY CHARACTERIZATION OF FLUORIDE
AND CHLORIDE MOLTEN SALTS USING A MODIFIED TRANSIENT HOT-WIRE NEEDLE PROBE

The entirety of this chapter is an article accepted for publication on July 12, 2022 by the
International Journal of Thermophysics1 . The third and final research objective from Section 1.3 is
fulfilled by accurately measuring k of LiF-NaF-KF and LiCl-KCl across a range of temperatures.
As the primary author, I derived the radiation-inclusive analytical model (Appendix B.1), constructed the finite-element validation (Appendix B.2), performed sensitivity analyses, designed the
experimental procedures and computer codes (Appendix B.3), and processed all data to achieve k
measurements with quantified uncertainty. Supporting experimental and design work was done by
the co-authors. The writing herein, including figure generation, is my own original work. Permissions for use in this thesis are provided in Appendix C.2. I hereby confirm that the use of this article
is compliant with all publishing agreements. The official citation of this work is as follows [64]:
B. Merritt, M. Seneca, B. Wright, N. Cahill, N. Petersen, A. Fleming, T. Munro, Thermal
conductivity characterization of fluoride and chloride molten salts using a modified transient hotwire needle probe, International Journal of Thermophysics, Volume 43, 2022, 149, ISSN 15729567.

3.1

Abstract
Molten salts are being widely considered for use as high-temperature coolants in advanced

nuclear reactors. There is a serious lack of experimental data pertaining to their thermophysical
properties, especially thermal conductivity, which are paramount to safe thermal hydraulic design. This study seeks to measure the thermal conductivity of several molten fluoride and chloride
salts using a modified transient hot-wire needle probe. Building on previous work by the same authors, the multilayered heat transfer model is expanded to account for thermal radiation interactions
1 https://doi.org/10.1007/s10765-022-03073-2
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across the salt layer and is validated using a commercial finite-element package. Sensitivity and
correlation analyses are performed to assess the time-dependent influence of critical parameters
in the model, including the new radiative terms. Finally, thermal conductivity measurements are
presented for LiF-NaF-KF, NaF-KF-MgF2 , and LiCl-KCl up to 750°C and are compared against
reference correlations. Total measurement uncertainty is also quantified and tabulated, with the
resulting range between ±14.2% and ±29.0%..

3.2

Introduction
The molten salt reactor (MSR) is one advanced nuclear reactor concept actively being de-

veloped by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) [65]. Different from traditional power generation reactors, a variety of high-temperature liquid salts are being considered to serve as the primary
coolant as they have demonstrated favorable attributes such as high boiling points and high specific
heats [8, 66, 67]. Being the case that widespread interest in the MSR has only recently resurged
for the first time in several decades, there is a general dearth of experimental data on their thermophysical properties [68, 69]. For these concepts to become deployable, an expanded database of
validated thermophysical and thermochemical properties is needed [70]. Of particular interest in
this work is thermal conductivity. Thermal conductivity (k) of fluid coolants is fundamental to safe
and efficient thermal hydraulic designs as it governs heat exchanging operations, which rely on k
for depicting things like convective Nusselt correlations and thermal resistance [36–38, 71]. In this
study, two unfueled fluoride salts and one unfueled chloride salt are tested between their melting
points and proposed MSR operational temperatures (if applicable). These salts are LiF-NaF-KF
(“FLiNaK”), NaF-KF-MgF2 (“FMgNaK”), and LiCl-KCl.
Regarding the limited collection of experimental k data in existing repositories, there is a
high degree of disagreement [72]. Generally speaking, there is a very wide spread in the measured
magnitude of k (e.g. 0.25 − 5.5 W m−1 K −1 for FLiNaK), with nearly all data sets exhibiting an
upward trend with increasing temperature [8, 73]. However, recent studies in both kinetic theory
and equilibrium molecular dynamics (EMD) suggest a negative temperature dependence [12, 74].
This is thought to result from the weakened ability to conduct heat due to reduced density and
altered molecular structure at high temperatures [75]. Such is demonstrated in more reliable data
sets for the unary salts (Fig. 3.1) that constitute binary LiCl-KCl and ternary FLiNaK and FMg42

Figure 3.1: Thermal conductivity correlations for the six unary salts that compose the binary and
ternaries of interest in this work. All reference correlations (solid lines) come from MSTDB-TP
with a declared uncertainty of 17-20% (shaded regions) [10]. These correlations are not developed
exclusively from the selected data points shown.

NaK, synthesized by Gheribi et al. and Nagasaka et al. and accepted as primary thermophysical
property references by Oak Ridge National Laboratory’s Molten Salt Thermal Properties Database
(MSTDB-TP) [10, 76, 77] It is noted that the reference correlations (solid lines) in Fig. 3.1 are
developed from several experimental and theoretical inputs, which is why they do not necessarily
match exactly to the trend of the selected data points shown.
A number of measurement challenges may contribute to discrepancies in the reference data
for molten salts. Perhaps most pernicious are the confounding impacts of material corrosion and
electrical conduction between the molten sample and instrumental apparatus [15,40]. Additionally,
a lack of accounting for non-conductive modes of heat transfer is prone to skew high-temperature
measurements of semitransparent fluids. Literature reviews by Magnusson et al. and Chliatzou et
al. assess various methods used for k measurements of molten salts [8, 13].
Previous techniques used to measure k of FLiNaK include parallel-plates (Deem type apparatus), uniaxial Inconel apparatus, coaxial cylinders, transient hot-wire, and laser flash [8]. Using
parallel-plates allows the heat flux through a sample to be quantified, though it is prone to error as heat is lost at high-temperatures [45, 78]. The concentric-cylinders method, which heats
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of the internal components of the needle probe. Dimensions are not to scale.

a sample with the inner cylinder and evaluates a steady-state temperature gradient, can reduce
non-conductive heat transfer by minimizing the distance between two carefully toleranced cylinders [24, 42]. A typical transient hot-wire apparatus assumes an infinite line heating source and
is experimentally robust in terms of measurement time, analytical model development, and error
computation [44, 79]. Laser flash, a time-domain technique involving a sample between two disks,
struggles to contain its full thermal flux along one dimension in a closed system as it can leak in
other directions [43, 80].
No available experimental k data for FMgNaK and LiCl-KCl has been ascertained at the
time of writing.
This study builds on previous work by the same authors to establish a refined measurement
technique and analytical model capable of accurately measuring k of several fluoride and chloride
salts [32]. Adaptations to traditional transient hot-wire and concentric-cylinders approaches are
developed. These physical and analytical design decisions serve to combat the challenges imposed
by material corrosion, electrical conduction, and convective and radiative heat transfer in hightemperature molten salts. Experimental measurements and temperature-dependent correlations are
presented, with total uncertainty quantified.

3.3
3.3.1

Methods
Modified Transient Hot-wire Design
The instrumental apparatus and associated analytical model in this work merge the transient

hot-wire (THW) and concentric-cylinders (CC) techniques. THW offers reduced measurements
times and versatile thermal models, while CC can adeptly mitigate convective and radiative heat
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transfer [46,81]. Traditional approaches of these methods are adapted to increase resilience against
material corrosion and electrical conduction in the molten salt samples.
A hallmark difference between a typical THW and the modified design (MTHW) developed here is that all wiring is encased first in an electrically insulating material, then sheathed
by a second material that can withstand corrosion in high-temperature fluoride and chloride compounds. While typical THW sensors use a straight wire to heat and sense temperature, the MTHW
heating wire is U-shaped as it loops within the sheath and a separate thermocouple measures the
temperature rise. By nature, short thermal transience can prevent natural convection as there is
insufficient time for substantial fluid flow to develop [44]. Conversely, the additional thermal mass
in the MTHW design necessitates an increase in measurement times. To account for these two
issues, the MTHW probe is combined with the CC measurement approach, but the measurement
is transient instead of steady state. The CC in this system are the MTHW (inner cylinder) and
crucible (outer cylinder), with the salt lying between [22]. Steady-state CC experiments in the literature discovered that convection can be controlled by reducing fluid volume, which is achieved
here by minimizing the distance between the MTHW and crucible to below 1mm [23, 82]. It is
also noted that the supporting heat transfer model may become hypersensitive as the sample gap
distance approaches zero. When considering the optical semitransparency of the bounded liquid,
the emissivities that govern radiative interactions between the outer sheath face and inner crucible
face may be controlled by the quality of surface finish of the two cylinders.
A schematic of this Modified Transient Hot-wire Needle Probe (referred to hereafter as
“needle probe”) is provided in Fig. 3.2 [27,29,47,48]. The cylindrical heating/sensing region of the
needle probe, consisting of a sheathed thermocouple, heating wire, and insulation, measures 10cm
in length and 2.6mm in diameter. The type-K thermocouple, whose bead is fixed at both the axial
and radial centers of this region, constructs a centerline temperature profile against time. It is noted
that this is an additional deviation from typical THW methods, which record temperature based on
resistive changes in the hot-wire. A constant heat flux is imposed via Joule heating of the curved
wire down the full length. Both thermocouple and heating wire are packed in alumina (Al2 O3 ) to
insulate against wire-to-wire electromagnetic interference (EMI) and wire-to-salt electrical conduction [48]. The external sheathing is Nickel-200, which has performed well against degradation
in high-temperature fluoride and chloride salts [49]. It is acknowledged that while Idaho National
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Figure 3.3: Three-layered geometry of the needle probe, sample, and crucible. Coordinates r̂,
ẑ, and ψ̂ correspond to the radial, axial, and azimuthal directions, respectively. 1D (radial) heat
conduction is indicated. Definitions of θ0 , φ0 , θ4 , and φ4 are presented in the development of
Eq. 3.5 [31].

Laboratory has only verified this particular needle probe design for use up to 400°C, a discussion
will be had on EMI evaluations in higher temperature regimes in Section 3.4 [48]. The surface
emissivity of Nickel-200 is well-documented, which will be used to control radiation from both
the needle probe and crucible. Additionally, the emissivity of the inner wall of the crucible is
reduced by gun-drilling a smooth finish.

3.3.2

Analytical Heat Transfer Model (Radiation-inclusive Thermal Quadrupoles)
Being the case that the design and performance of the needle probe are fundamentally

different than those of a classical THW, the corresponding analytical model too must be modified
[27, 30]. This new solution, which encapsulates the primary modes of heat transfer throughout the
complete multilayered cylindrical system, measures k by fitting its theoretical temperature profile
to that which is observed experimentally. The governing equation developed previously for this
needle probe by means of thermal quadrupoles will first be summarized, then expanded to account
for thermal radiation across the semitransparent salt medium [32, 50–53, 83].
The needle probe is thermally lumped based on its constituent materials to comprise a
single cylinder, with the assumption that a radially (r̂) homogeneous heat flux dominates the axial
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(ẑ) and azimuthal (ψ̂) paths (Fig. 3.3) [28, 31]. This cylinder is the first of three annular layers,
with the other two being the sample and crucible, successively. The fundamental form of the heat
diffusion equation for each layer is given in Eq. 3.1.
δ 2T 1 δ T
1 δT
+
=
2
δr
r δr
α δt

(3.1)

By transforming the system into the Laplace domain, as proscribed by convention with
thermal quadrupoles, a system of equations bounded by the Laplace temperature (θ ) and Laplace
heat rate (φ ) at the inner and outer surfaces is developed (Eq. 3.2a). The 2x2 transfer matrix
accounts only for thermal conduction in a passive cylindrical layer, with the four standardized
“quadrupoles” (Ac -Dc ), defined in Eq. 3.2b-3.2e [50].

 


θ
A Bc
θ
 inner  =  c
  outer 
φinner
Cc Dc φouter

(3.2a)

√
√
√
√
√
Ac = ro σ (K1 (ro σ )I0 (ri σ ) + K0 (ri σ )I1 (ro σ ))

(3.2b)

√
√
√
√
1
(K1 (ro σ )I0 (ri σ ) + K0 (ri σ )I1 (ro σ ))
2πkL
√
√
√
√
Cc = 2πkLri ro σ (I1 (ro σ )K1 (ri σ ) − I1 (ri σ )K1 (ro σ ))

(3.2d)

√
√
√
√
√
Dc = ri σ (I0 (ro σ )K1 (ri σ ) + I1 (ri σ )K0 (ro σ ))

(3.2e)

Bc =

(3.2c)

Zero-order modified Bessel functions of the first and second kind are presented as I0 and K0 ,
respectively. The terms ri , ro , and L denote the inner radius, outer radius, and length of each
layer, while c1 and c2 are arbitrary constants. For ease of reading, σ = αs , where s is the Laplace
parameter and α is thermal diffusivity. It should be understood that ri for the first cylinder is
nonzero because it is the length from the system centerline to a heating wire. k and α of the layer
materials are defined using correlations from databases and/or other literature sources. The radii
of features inside the needle probe were estimated using a computed tomography (CT) scan.
Temporal transience during experimentation will produce a significant thermal gradient
across the salt, inducing radiative heat transfer in parallel with conduction. Given that in the
Stefan-Boltzmann equation thermal radiation hinges on a disparity of quartic temperatures (q”R =
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4
4
εσ (Tprobe
− Tcrucible
)), this heat flux between the needle probe (sheath) and crucible becomes in-

creasingly drastic at higher salt temperatures. Because FLiNaK, FMgNaK, and LiCl-KCL are
tested beyond 750K, radiative effects should be accounted for analytically [83, 84]. If neglected,
meaning that for a given temperature gradient ( dT
dr ) it is assumed that all heat transfers via conduction, then k measurements are prone to be overestimated by Fourier’s Law (q”c = −k dT
dr ). Such
has been observed in several historical experiments on molten salts [12, 20, 78].
To account for this additional mode of heat transfer through the salt, the generalized transfer
matrix for pure conduction from Eq. 3.2a is modified. New quadrupole terms are introduced (Acr Dcr ) which describe parallel conduction and radiation occurring independently.

 


θ
A
Bcr
θ
 inner  =  cr
  outer 
φinner
Ccr Dcr
φouter
Bc + Ac Rr
Bc + Rr

(3.3b)

Bc Rr
Bc + Rr

(3.3c)

Ac + Dc +Cc Rr − 2
Bc + Rr

(3.3d)

Bc + Dc Rr
Bc + Rr

(3.3e)

Acr =

Bcr =
Ccr =

(3.3a)

Dcr =

Here, Ac -Dc are the same conductive qudrupoles defined in Eq. 3.2b-3.2e. Maillet et al. has derived
a nondimensional solution of the radiative resistance (Rr ) for an isotropically scattering medium by
considering the boundary conditions of radiative intensity vectors in a planar (Cartesian) geometry
[50]. The form presented in Eq. 3.4 and applied to Eq. 3.3b-3.3e is adapted to a dimensionalized
cylindrical system.
r

Rr =

probe
−1
−1
ε probe
+ [(εcrucible
− 1) + ξ (rsample − r probe )]( rsample
)

4n2 σ T03 Γ probe

(3.4)

Emissivity at a surface is denoted by ε. ξ , n, σ , T0 , and Γ probe are the scattering coefficient of
the sample, refractive index of the sample, Boltzmann constant, initial system temperature, and
external surface area of the needle probe, respectively.
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Because radial conduction throughout the multilayered system is impacted by the degree
of interfacial contact between layers, this too must be accounted for in the analytical model to
reduce error [30, 46]. Two transfer matrices accounting for thermal contact resistance (Rc ) at the
needle probe-sample and sample-crucible interfaces are included between the quadrupole matrices
for their respective boundaries. Additionally, heat exchange between the exterior of the crucible
and the ambient fluid (gaseous Argon in a glovebox) is represented by a natural convection transfer
matrix immediately following the quadrupole matrix for the crucible. The convective heat transfer
coefficient and surface area of the crucible are h and Γcrucible , respectively. Now, the complete
analytical heat transfer model takes the form of Eq. 3.5. It characterizes the transient, radial heat
transfer from the centerline of the needle probe to the surrounding environment, accounting for
thermal radiation across the sample gap. Subscripts 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 denote the centerline, lumped
needle probe, molten salt sample, crucible, and ambient gas, respectively.
  




θ
A
Bc,1
1 Rc1−2
A
Bcr,2
1 Rc2−3
 0  =  c,1

  cr,2


φ0
Cc,1 Dc,1
0
1
Ccr,2 Dcr,2
0
1


 
A
Bc,3
1
0 θ4
 c,3

   (3.5)
hΓcrucible 1 φ4
Cc,3 Dc,3
The bounding Laplace temperatures and heat rates are connected by the geometries and
thermophysical properties of each cylindrical layer. The centerline heat rate (φ0 ) is the Laplace
transform of the constant power supplied to the needle probe. θ4 , the external temperature, is
implicitly defined while reducing the system of equations to one solution for θ0 , the innermost
temperature. θ0 is the Laplace transform of a relative temperature rise above the initial condition
of the system at thermal equilibrium. By convention of the thermal quadrupoles derivation, the
external heat rate (φ4 ) is zero. Inverting the Laplace-domain solution (θ0 ) to the time domain
estimates the centerline temperature (T0 ) that may be readily fit to an experimental profile recorded
by the thermocouple.
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3.3.3

Salt Property Inputs to Analytical Model
The analytical model requires a number of thermophysical property inputs that vary among

the salt samples. These include ksample and αsample , which are used for initial guesses in the nonlinear curve fitting, as well as n and ξ . A literature review was conducted to ascertain temperaturedependent correlations for each of these properties at their eutectic molar compositions. Because
of the general disagreement in k data, its input correlation is taken as the weighted average (by
molar composition) of the constituent unary salts, extrapolated to the desired temperature range as
needed. αsample is defined by α =

k
ρ·Cp

using correlations for density (ρ) and specific heat (Cp).

No data could be found for the refractive index of any salt tested here. The input n then was taken
from a study done on solar nitrate salts [85]. The scattering coefficient (ξ ) was set to zero based
on a study of high purity salts by Tetreault-Friend et al. [86]. Inputs for other properties will be
identified here for each salt. It is acknowledged that each of these correlations bears its own level
of uncertainty, sometimes ranging upwards of 20%; this is accounted for in the uncertainty analysis
in Section 3.5.
FLiNaK: The eutectic is 46.5% LiF - 11.5% NaF - 42% KF [8]. kLiF , kNaF , and kKF are
taken from a study by Gheribi et al. [76]. The correlation for ρ is developed by Cheng et al. [87]
and Cp is established by An et al. [80].
FMgNaK: The eutectic is 34.5% NaF - 59% KF - 6.5% MgF2 [8]. kNaF , kKF , and kMgF2
are all defined by Gheribi et al. [76]. ρ was recently characterized by Solano et al. [88]. No direct
correlation for Cp could be found, so it was defined similar to k by the weighted average of the
unary compositions. Data for CpNaF , CpKF , and CpMgF2 was taken from the MSTDB-TP [10].
LiCl-KCl: The eutectic is presented by Duemmler et al. as 58.2% LiCl - 41.8% KCl; the
same author also defines ρ [89]. kLiCl and kKCl correlations come from Nagasaka et al. [77]. The
only reliable data for Cp of the binary salt was published by Redkin et al. [90]. There is just one
data point, so Cp was assumed constant over the range of testing temperatures in this work.

3.3.4

Validation of Radiation-inclusive Model
The analytical model sans radiation was validated previously using finite-element software

[32]. Now, the improved radiation-inclusive model must be similarly validated. Using COMSOL
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(a)
(b)

Figure 3.4: (a) 2D cut image of the 3D COMSOL model, showing a colored temperature distribution at an intermediate time during a 20s simulation. (b) Validation study for the radiation-inclusive
analytical model. A finite-element model (FEM) was generated for comparison against the previous analytical model (“Cond. Only”) and the new model (“Cond. + Rad.”).

Multiphysics in 3D, the needle probe, liquid sample, and crucible were constructed according to
the dimensions, properties, and assumptions made in the analytical model. Mesh and time step
studies determined that an extra fine mesh and time step of 0.1 seconds would create an adequately
resolved solution profile. The sample was set to be molten FLiNaK, initially at 873K. A 2D
sliced surface is shown in Fig. 3.4a, with the color gradients representing the radial temperature
distribution during a 20s simulation. Fig. 3.4b displays temperature profiles from the old and
new analytical models compared against a COMSOL profile that uses the new feature of Surfaceto-Surface Radiation between the sheath and crucible, coupled with the Heat Transfer in Solids
and Fluids and Laminar Flow multiphysics. Temperature is evaluated at a single point halfway
down the length of the centerline, which corresponds to that which the analytical model seeks to
predict. The relative error between the finite-element solution and both analytical solutions is also
presented.
The results are plotted over the time span of 20 seconds, which is the approximate range
used to fit k. While small deviations exist at early times due to the thermally lumped quadrupoles
for the needle probe layer, there is generally a high degree of agreement between the temperature
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(b)

(a)

Figure 3.5: Parametric sensitivity study for the governing analytical solution (Eq. 3.5) at the approximate lower and upper temperature boundaries for testing FLiNaK. Thermal conductivity of
the sample has been bolded for emphasis.

profiles from the new analytical and computational models. The new radiation-inclusive governing
equation is considered validated for use with high-temperature molten salts. Its advantage may
now been seen as the temperature rises less than the purely conductive model, which will mitigate
overestimations of fitted k values.

3.3.5

Parametric Sensitivity and Correlation Analysis
A study was conducted to assess the sensitivity of each parameter in Eq. 3.5. For a given

initial temperature input, the analytical model iteratively varied a single parameter by 5% of its
nominal value. The relative change in slope ( dT
dt ) between the varied and nominal profiles is presented as a percentage vs log(t) for the lower and upper bounds of the testing temperature range
for FLiNaK in Fig. 3.5. Results for all other salts in this study show similar trends, and are thus
omitted here.
As time progresses, the sensitivity of each parameter reaches its peak following the spatial
sequence of heat flow. In other words, at early times, while the heat has not yet propagated out of
the needle probe, k probe and α probe are quite sensitive. For times between 1-15 seconds, the heat
has reached the sample, causing ksample , αsample , rsample , n, ξ , ε probe , and εcrucible to achieve their
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peak sensitivities. At much later times, the crucible and external convective terms eventually come
to dominate. Considering these trends, it becomes advantageous to fit the experimental data prior
to 15 seconds so as to isolate ksample in its most sensitive time frame. This is encouraged by the
strong agreement between the analytical and finite-element models around the 10-15 second mark
in Fig. 3.4b. It is noted that as temperature increases, the parameters pertaining to the increase in
thermal radiation across the sample (n, ξ , ε probe , and εcrucible ) take on an increased sensitivity.
In addition to understanding the independent sensitivities of parameters over time, it is also
beneficial to characterize parametric interdependence. Quantifying the degree to which a measured
ksample value may be contingent on any other given parameter from the governing analytical model
could potentially reveal sources of error. This quantification is done using Pearson correlation
coefficients (ρi j ) from Eq. 3.6 [54].
R t d f (t) d f (t)

0 [ d pi · d p j ] dt
ρi j = R t d f (t)
R
[( 0 ( d pi )2 dt) · ( 0t ( ddfp(t)j )2 dt)]1/2

(3.6)

The function f is Eq. 3.5, with subscripts i and j denoting a selected parameter p. Time is integrated
from 0-10 seconds (approximate fitting regime). The value of ρi j exists between -1 to 1, where
low magnitudes signify a weak correlation and high magnitudes a strong one. Fig. 3.6 maps the
interdependence of each parameter, with the number scheme as follows: 1) φ0 , 2) k probe , 3) α probe ,
4) Rc1−2 , 5) ksample , 6) αsample , 7) rsample , 8) Rc2−3 , 9) kcrucible , 10) αcrucible , 11) h, 12) n, 13) ξ ,
14) ε probe , 15) εcrucible . The two plots correspond to the same conditions of the sensitivity analyses
in Fig. 3.5 at the different temperatures.
In general, the Pearson correlation coefficients for the various salts at their bounding temperatures largely follow the same trends. Particular attention is paid to the interdependence between ksample (parameter 5 in Fig. 3.6) and any other parameter. Parameters bearing the strongest
correlation with ksample include φ0 , rsample , kcrucible , αcrucible , n, ξ , ε probe , and εcrucible . The implication of these findings, in tandem with those of Fig. 3.5, is that the parameters of greatest
independent sensitivity and/or interdependent influence must be tightly controlled to minimize
error imposed on measurements of ksample . A discussion on techniques used to constrain these
parameters will ensue in Sections 3.4 & 3.5.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.6: Pearson correlation coefficients (Eq. 3.6) integrated over the approximate time interval
used for fitting. Subfigures 3.6a-3.6b correspond to the same sample, temperature, and initial conditions as Figures 3.5a-3.5b. Higher magnitudes represent stronger interdependence of parameters
from Eq. 3.5. The number labels on both axes denote: 1) φ0 , 2) k probe , 3) α probe , 4) Rc1−2 , 5)
ksample , 6) αsample , 7) rsample , 8) Rc2−3 , 9) kcrucible , 10) αcrucible , 11) h, 12) n, 13) ξ , 14) ε probe , 15)
εcrucible .

3.4
3.4.1

Experimental Design
Salt Handling and Experimental Method
FLiNaK, FMgNaK, and LiCl-KCl were all blended in-house from their unary constituents

to their respective binary or ternary eutectic molar compositions, as declared in Section 3.3.3. Anhydrous unaries LiF, NaF, KF, MgF2 , LiCl, and KCl were obtained from Alfa Aesar and Sigma
Aldrich with purity ≥99%. The mass balance used in the blending process is Ohaus AX423/E,
which is accurate to 0.001 grams. After mixing, the salts were dehydrated to remove moisture [91].
An Across International vacuum oven was prepared by activating a cold trap for 30 minutes, at
which point the temperature reaches approximately -35°C. After evacuating the contents using a
vacuum pump, the oven was set to 120°C. The salt was dried for five hours, though it is acknowledged that trace amounts of moisture may remain after this procedure. The salt container was then
sealed and passed into an argon-filled glovebox, whose O2 concentration was maintained <3ppm.
From within the glovebox, the crucible was filled with approximately 2mL of finely crushed
solid salt. It was then placed vertically inside a furnace set to the desired molten testing tempera-
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ture. The salts were allowed to melt for approximately four hours, at which time the needle probe
was carefully inserted into the crucible through a small, insulated orifice in the lid of the closed
furnace. Once the temperature read out from the needle probe reached steady-state near the furnace temperature, testing was ready to commence. The input heat flux, φ0 , was then applied to the
heating wire and was controlled using an Accel Intsruments TS200 DC power supply with 10mV
resolution. The type K thermocouple measured the increase in the centerline temperature at a rate
of 50Hz using an NI 9213 temperature input module. For each initial temperature, a total of six
tests were conducted using the following power inputs twice: 3V (2.14W), 4V (3.81W), and 5V
(5.95W). Several minutes transpired between tests to allow the system to cool down to the initial
temperature. The final measured k value at a given temperature was taken as the average of the six
measurements.

3.4.2

Crucible Design
To reduce the propensity for fluid convection, the crucible (Fig. 3.7) was designed to con-

tain a minimal volume of salt surrounding the immersed needle probe. A 4mm diameter blind
hole was gun-drilled into a Nickel-200 cylinder to a depth of 11cm. Nickel-200 was selected as
it has demonstrated minimal corrosion in contact with fluoride and chloride salts at high temperatures [36,39,92]. Material properties for Nickel-200 are well-known, which controls the sensitivity
of kcrucible , αcrucible , and εcrucible .
Previous work using the MTHW apparatus revealed practical challenges with concentrically aligning the needle probe in the crucible. Referring to Fig. 3.5, rsample (e.g. the needle
probe-crucible gap length) is extremely sensitive. To mitigate this potential for measurement error,
a crucible cap was made with three set screws (spaced 120° apart) that fix the probe alignment at
its upper end. This cap is also Nickel-200 and mates directly on top of the crucible. At the lower
end, the needle probe rests in a small notch at the bottom of the crucible cavity. Tests conducted
with inadequate alignment resulted in higher errors and greater spread in the data.
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Figure 3.7: Left: Crucible design featuring a cap with set screws to fix the needle probe concentrically in place. Right: Major dimensions of the left image.

3.4.3

High-temperature Testing Considerations
When the needle probe was initially fabricated by Idaho National Laboratory, it was rec-

ommended for use up to 400°C. The primary concern at higher temperatures is EMI-induced noise
in the data due to the spatial proximity of the heating wire and thermocouple and reduced resistivity of the alumina. Because the salts in this work must be tested beyond 400°C, these anticipated
effects need to be addressed.
Tests were conducted on the needle probe inserted into an empty furnace across a range
of temperatures up to 650°C. Using a lock-in amplifier, a small modulated voltage (5mV) was
applied to the heating wire, with the measured voltage readout coming from the thermocouple at
the modulated frequency. Spanning a range of frequencies, this serves to quantify how much of
the minute input signal is picked up by the thermocouple in the absence of a large temperature
differential. From Fig. 3.8, it is seen that the thermocouple does sense an appreciable level of
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Figure 3.8: Voltage registered by the thermocouple when subjecting the heating wire to a modulated 5mV signal.

voltage at high temperatures. At 80Hz, a maximum of approximately 3µV was detected. The
static sensitivity of a type K thermocouple is 41 µV
°C , meaning that EMI could introduce noise of up
to 0.07°C.
The narrow geometry of the needle probe spawns the potential for the instrument to be
easily deformed. The mechanical strength of the sheath primarily dictates this potential. A review
of online data suggests that Nickel-200 experiences drastically reduced tensile and yield strengths
at high temperatures [93]. This being the case, experiments will not exceed 750°C.

3.5

Measurement and Uncertainty Results
This work seeks to measure k of several high-temperature molten salts between melting

point and proposed operational temperatures, where applicable. To do so, the analytical model
was fit to the experimental temperature profile using a custom MATLAB code, operated by the
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [55, 56]. Two model parameters were fitted, namely ksample and
αsample , until converging to a minimum χ 2 error. The best fit ksample is the experimentally measured value, denoted hereafter as kMeas . An example of the fitted analytical model to experimental
data is shown in Fig. 3.9 for a FLiNaK sample initially at 500°C with a power input of 2.14W.
This is the minimum power input used across all tests, which demonstrates a temperature rise of
approximately 1.7°C. The maximum EMI error of 0.07°C then equates to just 4.1% of the exper-
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Figure 3.9: Representation of fitting the analytical model to experimental data. 2.14W of power is
input to a FLiNaK sample at 500°C.

imental temperature rise. This error is even less with greater temperature rises from larger power
inputs.
For the measurement correlations produced in this work to be of greatest use in real-world
applications, total measurement uncertainty (µtotal ) needs to be quantified. This was achieved by
combining two types of uncertainties: Monte Carlo (MC) for model inputs and χ 2 for fitting error.
In the MC method, each parameter associated with Eq. 3.5 (φ0 , rwires , r probe , rsample , rcrucible , L,
α probe , αsample , αcrucible , k probe , ksample , kcrucible , h, Rc1−2 , Rc2−3 , n, ξ , ε probe , and εcrucible ) was
assigned to a Gaussian distribution. The mean is the nominal parameter value and the standard
deviation is the root-sum-of-squares of random uncertainty in the data and systematic uncertainty
in the parameter due to the instrumentation. An assumed uncertainty of 5% of the nominal value
was made if the systematic bias could not be found in the literature for any hardware or software
components. This method iterates the fitting process until converging to a normally distributed
kMeas . The χ 2 uncertainty is the error in the Levenberg-Marquart fitting process. Now, the total
q
2 + µ 2 , which displays a
experimental uncertainty (µtotal ) may be calculated by µtotal = µMC
χ2
95% confidence range for each kMeas point.
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For each sample in Sections 3.5.1-3.5.3, a first-order line is fitted to the kMeas data points to
indicate temperature-dependence (Fig. 3.10a-3.12). kMeas and µtotal , along with reference values
(kRe f ) from external literature and/or databases, are tabulated (Table 3.1-3.3).

3.5.1

FLiNaK (46.5% LiF - 11.5% NaF - 42.0% KF)
Experimental results for FLiNaK are presented in Fig. 3.10a-3.10b. This salt is known to

melt in the range of 727-736.6K, with MSR operational temperatures of fluoride coolants being
between 925-1025K [8]. Older measurements from Ewing et al. and Cooper and Claiborne are
cited as secondary references in Fig. 3.10a due to their disagreement with more recent data in terms
of both trend and magnitude [78]. Work from Ueki et al. is also secondary as there is just one data
point significantly lower in magnitude than theoretical expectations due to the fact that is was a
bare platinum wire [79]. The primary data, published by Gallagher et al., An et al., Khokhlov et
al., and Smirnov et al., is considered such due to its closer agreement with the molecular kineticsbased theoretical correlation from Gallagher et al. (see Fig. 3.10b) [12]. This agreement likely
stems from the robust experimental designs that account for non-conductive heat transfer in their
work. Fig. 3.10b excludes secondary data for ease of comparison against primary sources. The
primary reference values (kRe f ) included in Table 3.1 comes from the molar weighted average of
the unary salts, as explained in Section 3.3.3.
The results from this work agree well with the primary data in terms of magnitude. Also,
there is a clear downward trend with increasing temperature, similar to that seen by the constituent
unary salts in Fig. 3.1. The largest sources of uncertainty are from the input k correlations, as well
as any potential misalignment in the system; this is true for FMgNaK and LiCl-KCl measurements
W
as well. Total uncertainty for FLiNaK ranges absolutely between ±0.106-0.143 mK
and ±14.5-

16.9%, relative to kMeas .

3.5.2

FMgNaK (34.5% NaF - 59.0% KF - 6.5% MgF2 )
Fig. 3.11 presents the results of k measurements for FMgNaK salt. The melting temperature

lies between 958-973K and the operational temperature is 1423-1573K2 [8]. This being the case,
2 Recent

reviews have indicated a more accurate operational range of 973-1023K
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.10: Top: Comparison of the measured k of FLiNaK against primary and secondary experimental reference data, as well as one theoretical model. Bottom: Zoomed section of Fig. 3.10a to
exclude all secondary data.
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Table 3.1: Experimental results for k measurements of FLiNaK
compared against a reference. Measurement
uncertainty is represented as µtotal .
TInitial [°C]
495.4
542.7
587.9
636.5
684.6
733.9

W
]
kRe f [ m·K
1.15
1.13
1.12
1.10
1.08
1.07

W
]
kMeas [ m·K
0.821
0.751
0.849
0.769
0.683
0.700

W
]
µtotal [ m·K
0.119 (14.5%)
0.121 (16.2%)
0.143 (16.9%)
0.112 (14.6%)
0.106 (15.5%)
0.117 (16.7%)

there is a much narrower temperature range in which to conduct tests below 750°C (1023K) than
for FLiNaK and LiCl-KCl. Measurements were collected between 693.6-726.7°C, necessarily
spaced at smaller temperature intervals. At the time of writing, neither experimental nor theoretical
correlations could be found in literature for this ternary salt. As such, experimental k measurements
for KF, NaF, and MgF2 are displayed as secondary sources of comparison [76]. The weighted
average of the associated linear trendlines (not shown in Fig. 3.11), which comprise the model
inputs in the experimental temperature range, are reflected as the kRe f values in Table 3.2. Gheribi
et al. also develops theoretical correlations for the unary salts based on density dependence and
thermal expansion [76], with uncertainty of 20%. These are shown in Fig. 3.11.
The k measurements of FMgNaK in this work all lie in the region of magnitudes to be
expected based on the experimental and theoretical correlations shown in Fig. 3.11. The slope
of the fitted trendline is clearly negative, though more significantly than might be expected. One
potential contributor to this result is the narrow temperature range across which all five data points
W
were collected. The uncertainties range from ±0.108-0.170 mK
, and all five k values are within the

errorbars of the other measurements. In other words, this drastic spread across a small temperature
range may be explained by the level of µtotal . If measurements could be gathered across a broader
temperature range, then it would be expected that the slope of the fitted trendline would become
less steep.
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of the measured k of FMgNaK against experimental data and theoretical
predictions of the unaries KF, NaF, and MgF2 , which are considered secondary references [76].
Table 3.2: Experimental results for k measurements of FMgNaK
compared against a reference. Measurement
uncertainty is represented as µtotal .
TInitial [°C]
693.6
702.3
710.5
717.7
726.7

3.5.3

W
kRe f [ m·K
]
0.768
0.765
0.763
0.762
0.759

W
kMeas [ m·K
]
0.844
0.767
0.663
0.658
0.587

W
µtotal [ m·K
]
0.122 (14.5%)
0.111 (14.4%)
0.108 (16.3%)
0.122 (18.5%)
0.170 (29.0%)

LiCl-KCl (58.2% LiCl - 41.8% KCl)
The six measured data points for LiCl-KCl, with their associated uncertainty and trendline,

are shown in Fig. 3.12. The melting point was found to be in the range of 628-635K [10]. No
information could be found regarding a proposed range of operational temperatures for MSR applications. Additionally, no experimental k measurements of the eutectic binary could be allocated
in the available literature. Correlations for the unary LiCl and KCl, from Nagasaka et al., are pre-
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Figure 3.12: Comparison of the measured k of LiCl-KCl against experimental data for the LiCl
and KCl constituents, which are considered secondary references.

Table 3.3: Experimental results for k measurements of LiCl-KCl
compared against a reference. Measurement
uncertainty is represented as µtotal .
TInitial [°C]
488.0
538.1
587.3
635.3
685.4
735.0

W
kRe f [ m·K
]
0.568
0.555
0.544
0.532
0.520
0.508

W
kMeas [ m·K
]
0.599
0.555
0.544
0.498
0.490
0.502

W
µtotal [ m·K
]
0.098 (16.3%)
0.098 (17.1%)
0.088 (17.0%)
0.089 (17.8%)
0.069 (14.2%)
0.082 (16.4%)

sented as secondary references. As with FLiNaK and FMgNaK, the kRe f values in Table 3.3 reflect
the model input, which is the weighted average of kLiCl and kKCl .
As expected, the magnitudes of the LiCl-KCl data would lie between the reference values if
extrapolated beyond the shown temperature range. The trend is negatively temperature dependent
with a slope comparable to those of the unary correlations. µtotal was quantified between ±0.066W
0.098 mK
and ±14.2-17.8%.
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3.6

Conclusion
Molten fluoride and chloride salts are being developed for fuel coolant and thermal-storage

applications in commercial nuclear energy production. Minimal experimental research has been
conducted on thermal conductivity at high temperatures. This study builds on previous work by
the same authors to measure the thermal conductivity of molten FLiNaK, FMgNaK, and LiCl-KCl
salts using a needle probe that adapts typical transient hot-wire and concentric cylinder methods,
supported by a new analytical thermal model. Measurement results for all three salts strongly
agree in magnitude with experimental and theoretical correlations available in literature. For both
FLiNaK and LiCl-KCl, the negative slope of the linearly fitted trendline also agrees well with
primary references. In the case of FMgNaK, the downward slope is significantly more negative
that its predicted unary correlations would suggest. Across all the salts, thermal conductivity was
W
calculated to range between 0.490-0.849 mK
. With one exception, all measurement uncertainties

were less than ±20%.
The needle probe has proven capable of accurately measuring thermal conductivity of a
variety of high-temperature molten salts with quantifiable uncertainty. This research is anticipated
to continue measurements with pure molten salts, such as LiF-BeF2 and NaCl-KCl. Additionally, measurements will be conducted with actinide-bearing salts such as LiF-NaF-KF-UF4 , LiFBeF2 -UF4 , and LiF-BeF2 -ThF4 [8]. Results from both pure and impure salts will yield critical
information about the anticipated thermophysical behavior of advanced nuclear reactor designs.
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CHAPTER 4.

4.1

CONCLUSION

Summary of Research
Advanced nuclear reactors, as well as other energy generation and storage systems, seek

to use high-temperature molten salts as a working heat transfer fluid. The thermal conductivity
of many of these salts is relatively unknown, particularly for halide salts. Existing measurement
techniques are often limited by electrical conduction and material corrosion when in contact with
molten salts. Convective and radiative heat transfer are exacerbated at high temperatures and are
difficult to constrain in experimental designs. This work merges a transient hot-wire method with a
coaxial cylinders method to produce a needle probe that can combat these measurement challenges.
An analytical model was developed using thermal quadrupoles to characterize 1D radial heat conduction in the multilayered cylindrical system. The model was validated with finite-element solutions. The instrument was then validated experimentally with seven reference liquids, demonstrating accurate thermal conductivity measurements at low temperatures. The analytical model was
further modified to account for thermal radiation in high-temperature molten salts. The new model,
coupled with adaptations to the physical system, accurately measured thermal conductivity across
a high temperature range (up to 750°C) for three fluoride and chloride molten salts. In general, a
weakly negative temperature dependence is observed, which agrees well with theoretical and and
computational predictions. Experimental results with the range of measurement uncertainties for
all liquid samples is summarized in Table 4.1.

4.2

Future Work
Thus far the needle probe has been proven to accurately measure pure fluoride and chloride

salts well beyond their melting points. A continuation of this work will be applied to actinidebearing (“fueled”) molten salts such as LiF-NaF-KF-UF4 , LiF-BeF2 -UF4 , and LiF-BeF2 -ThF4 .
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Table 4.1: Synthesis of all experimental results presented in Chapters 2-3. Ranges are
presented for testing temperature, measured thermal conductivity (kMeasured ),
and total experimental uncertainty. All salt compositions are the eutectic.
Sample
Water (H2 O)
Sodium Nitrate (NaNO3 )
Potassium Nitrate (KNO3 )
Toluene (C7 H8 )
Ethanol (C2 H5 OH)
Propylene Glycol (C3 H8 O2 )
Galinstan (Ga-In-Sn)
FLiNaK (LiF-NaF-KF)
FMgNaK (NaF-KF-MgF2 )
LiCl-KCl

Temperature [°C]
25-70
320-380
349-401
10-45
20-40
26-52
25-40
495.4-733.9
693.6-726.7
488.0-735.0

W
]
kMeasured [ m·K
0.60-0.67
0.55-0.59
0.40-0.53
0.16-0.17
0.19-0.24
0.23-0.24
8.05-21.6
0.683-0.849
0.587-0.844
0.490-0.599

Uncertainty [%]
4.2-6.2
3.5-8.8
3.6-10
6.8-15
5.0-17
10-18
6.33-36.2
14.5-16.9
14.4-29.0
14.2-17.8

A new needle probe may be redesigned to feature an Inconel-625 sheath for greater mechanical
strength at temperatures above 1000K. The internal wires may either be packed in a different
insulator or spaced further apart (increasing the overall probe diameter) to prevent EMI. Thermal
conductivity correlations drawn from these studies will be featured in publicly accessible property
reference databases for use by advanced reactor developers and other interested entities.
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APPENDIX A.

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS: CHAPTER 2

Appendix A contains supplemental materials corresponding to Chapter 2. These were published as such in addition to the primary article in the International Journal of Heat and Mass
Transfer1 .

A.1

Abstract
The thermal conductivity of various liquids was measured using a modified transient hot-

wire needle probe. Included below for six substances are best fit plots and uncertainty analyses,
each representing a single test for each sample. A table summarizing the measured thermal diffusivity αMeas is included here, because the focus of the main body of the paper is kMeas . Finally, an
additional sensitivity analysis is presented to consider the effects of an alternative crucible geometry. For a detailed explanation of the methods used to obtain these figures and table, refer to the
main body of the paper, which also contains representative figures for a water sample.

A.2

Measurement Results
Measurements were taken for several different materials using the transient hot-wire needle

probe method. All of the data was analyzed and factored into the results and discussion. However,
to avoid an unnecessarily long discussion in the Measurement Results section of the main body of
the paper, detailed plots for each material could not be included. For this reason, such figures for
NaNO3 , KNO3 , toluene, ethanol, propylene glycol, and galinstan are included as supplementary
material for reference.
1 https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijheatmasstransfer.2022.122674
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A.2.1

Fitting
A plot demonstrating the best fit of the analytical model to the experimental data was cre-

ated for each sample tested. It represents the best fit line of minimal χ 2 error. Fig. A.1a shows
fits for NaNO3 , Fig. A.1b for KNO3 , Fig. A.1c for toluene, Fig. A.1d for ethanol, Fig. A.1e for
propylene glycol, and Fig. A.1f for galinstan.

A.2.2

Uncertainty Analysis
The distribution of the measured thermal conductivity using an iterative Monte Carlo tech-

nique is presented. Alongside this is a convergence study of the cumulative second standard deviation (95% confidence) after each iteration of the Monte Carlo analysis. Fig. A.2a & A.2b shows
results for NaNO3 , Fig. A.2c & A.2d for KNO3 , Fig. A.2e & A.2f for toluene, Fig. A.2g & A.2h
for ethanol, Fig. A.2i & A.2j for propylene glycol, and Fig. A.2k & A.2l for galinstan. Details
regarding how these plots were made can be found in the main body of the paper.

A.2.3

Thermal Diffusivity Measurements
The measured thermal diffusivity αMeas was fitted to the experimental data simultaneously

with kMeas . The RMSE was computed in the exact manner as that for kMeas . These results are
expressed for each sample in terms of

A.3

mm2
s

in Table A.1.

Sensitivity Analysis
Fig. A.3 demonstrates the effect of a larger sample gap between the needle probe and

crucible. Compared to Fig. 2.6 in the main body, the sensitivity of rsample is significantly reduced.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure A.1: Representative best fit plots (with Tinitial and Power for: a) water (0.95W,40°C),
b): NaNO3 (2.14W,350°C), c): KNO3 (3.81W,370°C), d): toluene (5.95W,10°C), e): ethanol
(2.14W,10°C), f): propylene glycol (5.95W,10°C), and g): galinstan (2.14W,35°C).
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Table A.1: Measured and reference values for thermal diffusivity (α)
based on the same data used for k.
Sample
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Sodium Nitrate
Sodium Nitrate
Sodium Nitrate
Sodium Nitrate
Sodium Nitrate
Sodium Nitrate
Sodium Nitrate
Potassium Nitrate
Potassium Nitrate
Potassium Nitrate
Potassium Nitrate
Potassium Nitrate
Potassium Nitrate
Potassium Nitrate
Potassium Nitrate
Potassium Nitrate
Toluene
Toluene
Toluene
Toluene
Toluene
Toluene
Toluene
Ethanol
Ethanol
Ethanol
Ethanol
Ethanol
Propylene Glycol
Propylene Glycol
Propylene Glycol
Galinstan
Galinstan
Galinstan
Galinstan
Galinstan
Galinstan

TInitial [°C]
25
30
40
50
60
70
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
349
352
361
373
379
381
391
398
401
10
15
20
30
35
40
45
20
25
30
35
40
26
42.3
51.9
26.41308
32.1138
36.10762
24.6
32.3
39.5

2

αMeas [ mm
s ]
1.53
0.50
0.69
0.53
0.59
0.71
0.22
0.60
0.41
0.29
0.23
0.24
0.28
0.34
0.26
0.19
0.17
0.22
0.22
0.18
0.23
0.15
0.11
0.09
0.09
0.16
0.11
0.12
0.09
0.17
0.13
0.13
0.12
5.86
0.12
0.11
0.11
2.26·106
9.79
1.50·106
1.71·106
2.00·106
2.32
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2

αRe f [ mm
s ]
0.14
0.15
0.15
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.07
0.07
0.07
8.69
8.69
8.69
8.69
8.69
8.69

2

RMSE [ mm
s ]

0.49

0.23

0.09

0.06

0.05

0.04

2.47·106

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)

Figure A.2: Monte Carlo histogram and convergence study for k of: a/b) NaNO3 , c/d) KNO3 ,
e/f) toluene, g/h) ethanol, i/j) propylene glycol, k/l) galinstan. Tests correspond to those seen in
Fig. A.1.
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Figure A.3: Sensitivity analysis of water at 293K with rsample = 4mm. This is twice the size of
rsample used throughout the testing, and serves to suggest the proposition that this adaption could
reduce the error imposed on k measurements by rsample . This modification would require additional finite-element analysis to determine whether the increased sample volume would increase
convection.
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APPENDIX B.
MATHEMATICAL DERIVATION AND COMPUTATIONAL MODELING FOR RADIATION-INCLUSIVE THERMAL MODEL

B.1

Derivation of Radiation-inclusive Thermal Quadrupoles Term Rr
Maillet et al. solves an integrodifferential equation for radiative heat flux (qr ) in an isotrop-

ically scattering medium between plane-parallel symmetric boundaries as follows [50]:
qr =

[T (0) − T (e)]4n2 σ T03
(ε0−1 + εe−1 − 1 + ξ e)

(B.1)

It is noted that Eq. B.1 has been linearized and comes from a study on grey, diffuse intensities.
The variables represent the same physical quantities as those used in Ch. 3. The distance between
surfaces is e. Dimensionless quantities are introduced to ease the solution process.
θ ∗ = T ∗ − T0∗ =

T − T0
Qρ −1 c−1 e−1

(B.2)

Q, ρ, and c represent the energy density absorbed by the layer, density, and specific heat, respectively. Now, the heat flux in a Cartesian geometry is non-dimensionalized, where the superscript
“*” denotes such.
q∗r =

θ (0) − θ (e)
T0∗ (ε0−1 + εe−1 − 1 + ξ e)

With the Planck number being derived as NPl =

λ βe
,
4n2 σ T03

(B.3)

the dimensionless net radiative heat flux

is defined as
q∗r =

qr
4n2 σ T04

(B.4)

Because the Planck number quantifies the ratio of conductive-to-radiative heat transfer when acting
in parallel, the dimensionalized net radiative heat flux can be written as
qr =

[T (0) − T (e)]4n2 σ T03
(ε0−1 + εe−1 − 1 + ξ e)
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(B.5)

Eq. B.5 appears identical to Eq. B.1, though it takes on a somewhat different meaning as having
been validated as a net flux. It is noted that Eq. B.5 would assume a different form in the presence
of simultaneous absorption and/or emission by the medium.
From a fundamental perspective, a heat flux may be defined as the ratio of a temperature
difference to a thermal resistance
qr =

∆T
Rr

(B.6)

Applying this to Eq. B.3 reveals a dimensionless radiative resistance (R∗r )

This is dimensionalized as

R∗r = T0∗ (ε0−1 + εe−1 − 1 + ξ e)

(B.7)

ε0−1 + (εe−1 − 1) + ξ e
Rr =
4n2 σ T03

(B.8)

Finally, the solution is converted from a plane-parallel geometry to a cylinder-concentric system:
r

Rr =

probe
−1
−1
+ [(εcrucible
− 1) + ξ (rsample − r probe )]( rsample
)
ε probe

4n2 σ T03 Γ probe

(B.9)

The medium thickness e is replaced by the difference in radii, where the inner and outer boundaries
are the needle probe (external sheath) and inner crucible surface. Rr is divided by a surface area to
adapt a flux-based resistivity to one that is applied to a heat rate, which is the assumed boundary
conditions of the thermal quadrupoles method. The ratio

r probe
rsample

arises to account for the non-

uniformity of bounding surface areas, which reduces to unity in the case of plane-parallel walls of
equal size. Eq. B.9 represents a dimensionalized term that accounts for the net radiative influence
when parallelized with conduction in a purely scattering annular medium. It may then be used in
the new transfer matrix outlined in Ch. 3.

B.2

COMSOL Multiphysics: Radiation-inclusive FEA Model
COMSOL Multiphysics was used to generate finite-element solutions in order to validate

the analytical model(s). A 3D model was constructed using 3 concentric cylinders. The inner
and outer are solid Nickel-200, while the middle layer is fluid FLiNaK for the radiation-inclusive
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simulation. The properties for FLiNaK were manually input and are the exact same temperaturedependent correlations used in the MATLAB script for solving the analytical model. The upper
and lower surfaces of the three cylinders are thermally insulated. The longitudinal external surface
of the outer cylinder features an applied convective heat flux with a coefficient of 10 mW
2 ·K . Three
multiphysics modes are coupled in the system: Heat Transfer in Solids and Fluids, Laminar Flow,
and Surface-to-Surface Radiation. The two surfaces in the latter mode are the external surface of
the inner cylinder and the internal surface of the outer cylinder, having equal emissivity values.
Thermal contact resistance was inserted at the probe-sample and sample-crucible interfaces using
the Thin Structure feature. An Edge Feature was used to generate the centerline heat flux (Line
Heat Source), with a Domain Point Probe at half the centerline length to record the time-domain
temperature profile. An extra fine mesh was used with a time step of 0.1 seconds.

B.3

MATLAB: Radiation-inclusive Analytical Model
The following MATLAB script numerically solves the radiation-inclusive analytical heat

transfer model (Eq. 3.5).
function S=funTDprobe3Layers Radiation Automated(t,fitparam, par vector)
global Sact parstr1 parstr2 parstr3 parstr4 parstr5 parstr6 parstr7 parstr8 parstr9
global rwires
global rsheath
global rsample
global rcrucible
global kprobe
global ksample
global kcrucible
global alphaprobe
global alphasample
global alphacrucible
global L
global RthProbeSample
global RthSampleCrucible
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global area convection
global h
global V
global Resistance
global Q0
rwires= 0.485942e-3;
rsheath= 1.388e-3;
rsample = .002;
rcrucible = 0.0254/2;
alphaprobe= par vector(2);
alphasample= par vector(5);
alphacrucible= par vector(9);
kprobe= par vector(1);
ksample= par vector(4);
kcrucible= par vector(8);
L=0.1;
RthProbeSample=1e-8;
RthSampleCrucible=1e-8;
area convection=2*pi*rcrucible*L;
h=10;
V = par vector(14);
Resistance = 4.2;
Q0=((V*.95)2 ) / Resistance;
Area wires = 2*pi*rwires*L;
Area sheath = 2*pi*rsheath*L;
Area sample = 2*pi*rsample*L;
Boltzmann = 5.670374419e-8;
T0 = par vector(15) + 273.15;
emissivity1 = par vector(10);
emissivity2 = par vector(11);
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index = par vector(12);
scatter = par vector(13);
R dimensional = ((1/emissivity1)+((1/emissivity2)-1)*(rsheath/rsample)+scatter*(rsample-rsheath)
(rsheath/rsample))/(4*(index2 )*Boltzmann*(T03 )*Area sheath);
parstr1=’kprobe’;
parstr2=’alphaprobe’;
parstr3=’RthProbeSample’;
parstr4=’ksample’;
parstr5=’alphasample’;
parstr6=’rsample’;
parstr7=’rcrucible’;
parstr8=’kcrucible’;
parstr9=’alphacrucible’;
kprobe=fitparam(1);
alphaprobe=fitparam(2);
RthProbeSample=fitparam(3);
ksample=fitparam(4);
alphasample=fitparam(5);
rsample=fitparam(6);
rcrucible=fitparam(7);
kcrucible=fitparam(8);
alphacrucible=fitparam(9);
f=invlap(’identity’,t,0,1e-9);
S = f;
Sact = S;
function f = invlap(F, t, alpha, tol, P1,P2,P3,P4,P5,P6,P7,P8,P9);
if nargin <= 2,
alpha = 0;
elseif isempty(alpha),
alpha = 0;
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end
if nargin <= 3,
tol = 1e-9;
elseif isempty(tol),
tol = 1e-9;
end
f = [];
allt = t;
logallt = log10(allt);
iminlogallt = floor(min(logallt));
imaxlogallt = ceil(max(logallt));
for ilogt = iminlogallt:imaxlogallt,
t = allt(find((logallt>=ilogt) & (logallt<(ilogt+1))));
if isempty(t),
T = max(t)*2;
gamma = alpha-log(tol)/(2*T);
nt = length(t);
M = 20;
run = [0:1:2*M]’;
s = gamma + i*pi*run/T;
command = [’a = ’ F ’(s’];
if nargin > 4,
for iarg = 1:nargin-4,
command = [command ’,P’ int2str(iarg)];
end
end
command = [command ’);’];
eval(command);
a(1) = a(1)/2;
e = zeros(2*M+1, M+1);
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q = zeros(2*M , M+1);
e(:,1) = zeros(2*M+1,1);
q(:,2) = a(2:2*M+1,1)./a(1:2*M,1);
for r = 2:M+1,
e(1:2*(M-r+1)+1,r) = q(2:2*(M-r+1)+2,r) - q(1:2*(M-r+1)+1,r) + e(2:2*(M-r+1)+2,r-1);
if r<M+1,
rq = r+1;
q(1:2*(M-rq+1)+2,rq) = q(2:2*(M-rq+1)+3,rq-1).*e(2:2*(M-rq+1)+3,rq-1)./e(1:2*(M-rq+1)+2,rq1);
end
end
d = zeros(2*M+1,1);
d(1,1) = a(1,1);
d(2:2:2*M,1) = -q(1,2:M+1).’;
d(3:2:2*M+1,1) = -e(1,2:M+1).’;
A = zeros(2*M+2,nt);
B = zeros(2*M+2,nt);
A(2,:) = d(1,1)*ones(1,nt);
B(1:2,:) = ones(2,nt);
z = exp(i*pi*t’/T);
for n = 3:2*M+2,
A(n,:) = A(n-1,:) + d(n-1,1)*ones(1,nt).*z.*A(n-2,:);
B(n,:) = B(n-1,:) + d(n-1,1)*ones(1,nt).*z.*B(n-2,:);
end
h2M = .5 * ( ones(1,nt) + ( d(2*M,1)-d(2*M+1,1) )*ones(1,nt).*z );
R2Mz = -h2M.*(ones(1,nt) - (ones(1,nt)+d(2*M+1,1)*ones(1,nt).*z/(h2M).2 )..5 );
A(2*M+2,:) = A(2*M+1,:) + R2Mz .* A(2*M,:);
B(2*M+2,:) = B(2*M+1,:) + R2Mz .* B(2*M,:);
fpiece = ( 1/T * exp(gamma*t’) .* real(A(2*M+2,:)./B(2*M+2,:)) )’;
f = [f; fpiece];
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end
end
end
function F = identity(s)
q11=rwires.*sqrt(s/alphaprobe);
q21=rsheath.*sqrt(s/alphaprobe);
q12=rsheath.*sqrt(s/alphasample);
q22=rsample.*sqrt(s/alphasample);
q13=rsample.*sqrt(s/alphacrucible);
q23=rcrucible.*sqrt(s/alphacrucible);
A1=q21.*((besseli(0,q11).*besselk(1,q21))+(besseli(1,q21).*besselk(0,q11)));
B1=(1/(2.*pi.*kprobe.*L)).*((besseli(0,q21).*besselk(0,q11))-(besseli(0,q11).*besselk(0,q21)));
C1=2.*pi.*kprobe.*L.*q11.*q21.*((besseli(1,q21).*besselk(1,q11))-(besseli(1,q11).*besselk(1,q21)));
D1=q11.*((besseli(0,q21).*besselk(1,q11))+(besseli(1,q11).*besselk(0,q21)));
A resistance1=1;
B resistance1= RthProbeSample;
C resistance1=0;
D resistance1=1;
A2 c=q22.*((besseli(0,q12).*besselk(1,q22))+(besseli(1,q22).*besselk(0,q12)));
B2 c=(1/(2.*pi.*ksample.*L)).*((besseli(0,q22).*besselk(0,q12))-(besseli(0,q12).*besselk(0,q22)));
C2 c=2.*pi.*ksample.*L.*q12.*q22.*((besseli(1,q22).*besselk(1,q12))-(besseli(1,q12).*besselk(1,q22)));
D2 c=q12.*((besseli(0,q22).*besselk(1,q12))+(besseli(1,q12).*besselk(0,q22)));
A2 = (B2 c + R dimensional.*A2 c)./(B2 c + R dimensional);
B2 = (B2 c.*R dimensional)./(B2 c + R dimensional);
C2 = (A2 c + D2 c + R dimensional.*C2 c - 2)./(B2 c + R dimensional);
D2 = (B2 c + R dimensional.*D2 c)./(B2 c + R dimensional);
A resistance2=1;
B resistance2= RthSampleCrucible;
C resistance2=0;
D resistance2=1;
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A3=q23.*((besseli(0,q13).*besselk(1,q23))+(besseli(1,q23).*besselk(0,q13)));
B3=(1/(2.*pi.*kcrucible.*L)).*((besseli(0,q23).*besselk(0,q13))-(besseli(0,q13).*besselk(0,q23)));
C3=2.*pi.*kcrucible.*L.*q13.*q23.*((besseli(1,q23).*besselk(1,q13))-(besseli(1,q13).*besselk(1,q23)));
D3=q13.*((besseli(0,q23).*besselk(1,q13))+(besseli(1,q13).*besselk(0,q23)));
A convection=1;
B convection=0;
C convection=h*area convection;
D convection=1;
theta1 = (Q0./s).*(A1.*(A2.*(A3+B3.*C convection+RthSampleCrucible.*(C3+D3.*C convection))
+(B2.*(C3+D3.*C convection))+RthProbeSample.*(C2.*(A3+B3.*C convection+RthSampleCrucible
.*(C3+D3.*C convection))+D2.*(C3+D3.*C convection)))+B1.*(C2.*(A3+B3.*C convection+
RthSampleCrucible.*(C3+D3.*C convection))+D2.*(C3+D3.*C convection)))./(C1.*(A2.*(A3+B3.*
C convection+RthSampleCrucible.*(C3+D3.*C convection))+(B2.*(C3+D3.*C convection))+
RthProbeSample.*(C2.*(A3+B3.*C convection+RthSampleCrucible.*(C3+D3.*C convection))+D2.*
(C3+D3.*C convection))) + D1.*(C2.*(A3+B3.*C convection+RthSampleCrucible.*(C3+D3.*
C convection))+D2.*(C3+D3.*C convection)));
F = theta1;
end
end
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APPENDIX C.

C.1

AUTHOR PERMISSIONS

Measurements of the Thermal Conductivity of Reference Liquids Using a Modified
Transient Hot-wire Needle Probe

Figure C.1: Permission of co-author Michael Seneca to reprint a journal article in Chapter 2.
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Figure C.2: Permission of co-author Spencer Larson to reprint a journal article in Chapter 2.
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Figure C.3: Permission of co-author Kurt Davis to reprint a journal article in Chapter 2.
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C.2

Thermal Conductivity Characterization of Fluoride and Chloride Molten Salts Using
a Modified Transient hot-wire Needle Probe

Figure C.4: Permission of co-author Michael Seneca to reprint a journal article in Chapter 3.
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Figure C.5: Permission of co-author Ben Wright to reprint a journal article in Chapter 3.
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Figure C.6: Permission of co-author Noah Cahill to reprint a journal article in Chapter 3.
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Figure C.7: Permission of co-author Noah Petersen to reprint a journal article in Chapter 3.
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Figure C.8: Permission of co-author Austin Fleming to reprint a journal article in Chapter 3.
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